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Get a look at what's hitting
the music scene this summer,
while getting the insider's look
at this weekend's blockbuster
"Spiderman 3."
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Jared Zabransky bounced
back from not being drafted
by signing a free agent NFL
contract. Find out which
Broncos are moving to the NFL
as free agents.
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Shannon Morgan talks with
ASBSU Presiaent Amy Ortmann
In the latest episode of "On the
Flipside."
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FRIDAY
High: 59F / Low 37F
SATURDAY
High: 67F / Low 44F
SUNDAY
High: 73F / Low 47F
ON CAMPUS-6--------------------------
SATURDAY
.Bolse State's clay and fire
exhibition and sale
Details:
Time: 10 a.m.-5 p.m,
Location: Visual Arts Center
G'aliery One in the
Liberal Arts Building
Cost: Admission is free
Contact: Ron Taylor, Art
Department, (208) 426-3205
Held each spring and fali for
more than 30 years, the event
has become an annual tradition
for many in the Treasure Valley.
It features hundreds of ceramic
pieces, ranging from elegant
to exotic, made by Boise State'
students, faculty and alumni.
Hot new items fresh from the
kiln will ~e available each day ..
SUNDAY
Cinco de Mayo
Details: '
OELAsponsors the annual
celebration with food,
performers, booths and prizes;
Location: Student Union Patio
For:more information, please '
contact CUltural Center at
426~5950 '
THE INDEPENDENT STUDENT VOICE OF BOISE STATE SINCE 1933
Fi,ye.BgiseStiIk Health Scien~s f~hgngred
being someone who is a good college and community." Excelience in Staff Service Award. year. Taylor is the associate chair
resource to other faculty, that This year's ExcelIence in Faculty Crichton has been an employee of for Student Affairs and professor in
they can come to for help ontheir Teaching Award went to Pam BSU since November 2006. She is the department ofNursing. She has .
research," Lind said. Gehrke, associate professor in the the assistant buflding coordinator been at BSUsince 1974and teaches
The Excellence in Faculty department of Nursing. She has for, the Health Sciences Riverside critical care, pathophysiology and
Service Award went to Linda taught at Boise State since 1987. ' Building. medical/surgical nursing. She is
Osgood. Osgood is an informatics 'She teaches community health She serves as nationally certified as a critical
instructor in the BSUDepartment nursing and involves her students treasurer and president-elect of nurse. She is also one of two people
of Community and Environment in several community projects. BSU'sShared Leadership Institute. in Idaho trained to teach the basic
Health. In May 2006, she received Her policy courses are known 'She also served on the planning parish nursing preparation course.
the Distinguished Member award for their advocacy skill develop- committee for the Governor's She will retire this year and plans
from the Idaho Health Information ment.: Besides pursuing research Conference on Housing and to travel with her husband and en-
Management Association. She interests in community health, received an award of recognition joying life while they are both still
served as interim' director of the public health, home health and for exceptional contributions. in good health.
IHIM program this past year and childhood immunizations, she Crichton served in many posi- "I've been teaching for 32 years;
was also named president-elect. is also an active participant in tions for United Way and as assis- I've taught a lot of nurses in the
"I think it's really important numerous local and state boards tant coach for the East Boise Little valley,' Taylor said. "I feel like I've
to be involved,' Osgood said. "In and task forces. League. touched a lot of lives, helped a lot
the school [and] community. I Administrative Assistant of ',TheDean'sAwardforProfessional of students become good nurses.
think it's important to take your the Department of Radiologic Service to the College of Health 'That's what it's all about, is touch-
knowledge and skillto help the Sciences Sue Crichton received the Sciences, went to Pat Taylor this ing lives:
BY SONIA TREVIZO
News Writer
Every year the College of Health
Sciences 'recognizes outstanding
teaching, research and service. At
the annual scholarship ceremony
on Aprii 27, Boise State honored
five faculty and staff members.
Bonnie Lind, associate research
professor and director of research
for the Idaho Nursing Workforce
Center receive the Excellence in
Faculty Research Award. Lind is
the former assistant director of
Boise State's Center for Health
Policy and has extensive experi-
ence in research. She also has an
emphasis in health services and
cardiovascular disease.
"I 'want to he remembered as
May 3, 2007 , world;Natlon~I/Wh~t the? stories courtesy of Mel-Campus Wire' Services unless otherwise c~edlted.LocaI/BSUstortes are courtesy of the Boise State Web site at www.bolsestate.edu.1\1I stories are compiled by News Writers.
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In chaotic Colombia,
a dance of hope
Viridiana Calvo dropped grace-
fully to the ground, her body twist-
Ing and turning, as she performed
with a dance troupe last month be-
fore more than 100 people in this
historic coastal city. Like many
dancers, the 19-year-old Calvo has
spent the better part of her life train-
ing so that one day she can join a
world-class company. She already
has come so far.
A decade ago, Calvo's family was
victimized like so many others by
Colombia's chronic violence. Shortly
after her father died, her mother, a
supermarket cashier, lost her job
when the store was bombed under
unclear circumstances.
Wrenched from a middle-class
life, Calvo moved with her mother
and two siblings to a Cartagena slum
with dirt streets, open sewers and
right-wing militias that target resi-
dents for assassination.
Then, . one day, a renowned
Colombian dancer named Alvaro
Hestrepo visited her school and or-
ganized a performance. Restrepo's
goal was to recruit a group of tal-
ented kids and provide them a way
out of poverty by turning them into
world-class performers.
"I loved it," Calvo recalled of that
first performance. "I knew nothing
about contemporary dance. The
movements and the music were
something super new for me. I was
. just a little girl, but I was hooked."
Calvo is now one of 16 danc-
ers who form the main troupe at El
Colegio del Cuerpo, or The College
of the Body, a thriving company that
has performed in Europe and Latin
America and made its U.S. debut this
week (April 29) in New York.
Headquartered in, Cartagena's
picturesque', colonial center, The
College of the Body has overcome Ii-
naJlcial setbacks and the prejudices
of Colombia's conservative society
to become one of the nation's most
important artistic institutions. '
In the process, it Is turning into a
model for using dance to improve
the lives of impoverished youths
and help them tackle such daunt-
ing issues as sexual abuse and child
prostitution that social workers say
. are rampant in Cartagena.
In addition to providing scholar-
ships and training to about 50 stu-
dents seeking a career in dance, EI
Colegio offers children as young as
7 workshops that use movement
to teach them to respect their bod-
ies and resist unwanted sexual ad-
vances. Restrepo said the academy
is using a $950,000 grant from the
Japanese government and the World
Bank to expand its outreach to in-
clude several' thousand youths in
Cartagena's poorest neighborhoods.
"The idea is ... to edncate kids and
give them the tools so that we can
prevent these grave social prob-
lems," said Restrepo, 49. "The real-
ity of Cartagena is very, very heavy.
This is something that we have to
confront.'
Born in Medellin, Hestrepo stud-
ied philosophy, theater and piano
before discovering dance. lie trav-
eled to New York, studied under
such greats as Martha Graham and
developed a successful interna-
tional career. But in 1991 Restrepo
decided to return tv Colombia to
start a contemporary dance com-
pany in Cartagena, where his family
has roots. Restrepo teamed up with
Marie-France Delteuvin, a French
dancer and educator, and in 1997, EI
Colegio del Cuerpo was born.
From the start, ' Restrepo
and Delieuvin faced obstacles.
Cartagena's light-skinned elite did
not embrace the troupe's most-
ly poor, Afro-Colombian danc-
ers though over time the group
has gained acceptance. And while
cumbia, salsa and other dances are
part of the popular culture in this
Caribbean city, many Cartageneros
are unfamiliar with the abstract lan-
guage of contemporary dance.
"The elite in this city are a little
ignorant," said Yorneis Chiquillo,
a 21-year-old dancer with the com-
pany. "They are more interested in
fashion. They like reggaeton. This is
not culture."
Restrepo also encountered oppo-
sition from some parents because
of gender and cultural issues. In
Colombia's macho society, it is cul-
turally acceptable for men to dance
at parties, but it's generally not Con-
sidered an appropriate career.
"Contemporary dance encourages
the development of sensitivity, and
boys in this culture are taught they
shouldn't be sensitive," said May
Posse, a teacher at the academy.
Some female students also face
resistance from parents because the
traditional role ofimpoverished girls
in Colombia is to do housework and
care for siblings before marrying as
teenagers and having their own chil-
dren, .
"My mother complains that I
spend all day here and don't help in
the house," said Yarisel Castro, 18.
Hestrepo says his best dancers
could soon approach world-class
status, but an equally important goal
is convincing them that the poor are
as good as the rich and. that art and
spiritnality are more.important than
material wealth.
"Our biggest achievement is to
demonstrate to our city and 'our
country that, no matter what their
background, what 0UI' kids need are
opportunities," he said.
NATIONAL
Kent State survivor
releases tape of shootings
Nearly 37 years after the event
that indelibly marked his life, Alan
Canfora believes he finally has
evidence that the Ohio National
Guard was ordered to shoot at an
unarmed crowd on the campus of
Kent State University.
At a news conference on the KSU
campus Tuesday, Canfora released
two versions of the only known
tape of the entire 13 seconds of
gunfire during the May 4, 1970, in-
cident in which four students were
killed and nine wounded.
Can fora, 58, who was shot
through his right wrist, called for
a new investigation into the shoot-
ings by the U.S. Department of
Justice and the Ohio attorney gen-
eral. '
There are two theories' about
what prompted Ohio National
Guard members to open fire during
a Vietnam War protest on campus.
One is that the soldiers fired spon-
taneously after feeling threatened
by the chaos around them. The
other is that the troops received a
direct order to shoot.
"Where did the ultimate order
come from?" Can fora asked. "Was it
Columbus, or was it Washington?"
Canfora said he had ordered
a copy of the tape - recorded by
KSU student Terry Strubbe with a
reel-to-reel recorder placed on his
dormitory window -from the Yale
University archives as part of his
research for two upcoming books.
"I was stunned, shocked and
startled," Canfora said of hearing
what he said are the words "Right
here. Get set. Point. Fire," in mili-
tary cadence on the digital copy uf
the recording. "That's what I heard
the very first day on my laptop
without any enhancement or extra
speakers.
"I shed tears on my keyboard,"
Canfora said.
Messages for Strubbe were not
returned. IIis original recording
has been kept in a bank safe-de-
posit box.
Canfora has not heard the origi-
nal tape, which was copied and
given to the Yale archives as part
of materials donated by Da~id
Engdahl, a lawyer for the parents of
the dead and wounded students.
Canfora, who is director of the
Kent May 4 Center, released two
versions of the 20-second audio
clip: a copy of Strubbe's unaltered
recording, and adigitallyenhanced
version in which the volume was
boosted and some background
noise was removed. Ian Mackaye
of the band Pugazi analyzed the
recording for Canfora at Dischord
Hecords in Washington, D.C.
The enhanced recording that
Canfora distributed to the media
begins with static and voices. A
word that could be "point" is heard
followed by bursts of gunfire. None
of the speakers on the recording is
identified.
A National Guard spokesman
declined to comment TUesday. "We
haven't heard the tape," said Mark
Wayda, the guard's director of gov-
ernment and public affairs. "We
have no comment at this time.".
LOCAL/BStJ.
. Campaign for Community
College heats up
Nampa businessman Jerry Hess
likes to quote a radio advertise-
ment for mortgages when it comes
to Southwest Idaho's need for a
community college.
"It's the biggest no-brainer in the
Treasure Valley," Hess said.
Hess and other supporters of the
May 22 Community College vote
in Ca nyon and Ada connties
conducted a reception for the
Community College YES campaign
Tuesday at the Creekside Grill in
Caldwell. Hess is a co-chairman
of the effort.
If voters approve the establish-
ment of a local community col-
lege this month with a two-thirds
supcrruajority vote, Hess said stu-
dents could be taking classes in
the new system within a year at
what is now Boise State University-
West near the Idaho Center.
"I would say in a few years down
the road you'll have several thou-
sand st udents in this college," Hess
said. lie added that the Treasure
Valley is' now ready for a two-year
institution. "Critical mass and the
demand from industry just simply
said it's time to do this."
Some have questioned the need
for. new taxes to train students for
jobs in businesses. They say the
businesses should pick up the tab.
Caldwell Republican Sen.
John McGee knows many of his
constituents are conservative and
reluctant to approve new taxes
- as he is. Hut supporters of the
measure say it's an investmentthat
· will be worth the increase in prop-
erty taxes. They say. the average
· homeowner would pay about $1.50
per month to support a local com.
munity coIlege system.
"Most of my constituents rec-
ognize the value this brings to the
community," McGee said. "The
economic development that can
come from a more-educated work
· force does all of us good."
Buy Idaho executive director
Dale Peterson said his organiza-
tion has taken no official stand on
the issue. But he said personally
the major concern he hears from
businesses is that they need a bet-
ter-trained work force.
"Every business I talk to says,
'If I just had more qualified peo-
ple, I could move more quickly:"
Peterson said. "But they are not
able to keep upwith training (de-
mands). This will qualify a lot more
people that are already [living)
here. It's a great investment."
WHAT THE?-
Ah, here's the switch .
After breaking into a sports club
in Aachen, Germany, late at night,
a burglar fumbled for a light switch
and accidentally turned on the giant
floodlights to the soccer field out-
-side. A neighbor called the cops.
Wait, I'll be just a minute
A mail took a cab to a bank in
Norton Shores, Mich., robbed the
bank, then took the same cab to
leave the scene of the crime.
While driving away, the man told
the driver what he had done, but,
police said, "The driver thought he
was joking."
Sure, I have it right here
Police woke up an intoxicated
man who they found passed out in
the men's room of a hotel in Fond du
Lac, Wis. When they asked him for
'some identification, he accidentally
handed them a marijuana pipe.
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Capitol High School softball
coach faces sex charge
Micro,n adds
pol,icy barring
bias against gays
COMPILED BY
Arbiter Staff
the other was the 16-year-old girl,
whom Dearden described as a "fam-
ilyfriend" ofPalmer's.
The deputy determined that "in-
appropriate touching" may have tak-
en place, and Palmer was arrested.
Palmer has been charged with felo-
ny sexual battery of a minor 16or 17
years old.
Bond was set at $10,000 during
Palmer's arraignment Monday, and
a preliminary hearing was sched-
uled forMay 14.
A no-contact order was issued,
and Palmer is not allowed to have
contact with the victim or unsu-
pervised contact with any minor.
Palmer has been an assistant
softball coach at Centennial for two
seasons, but was placed on admin-
istrative leave without pay Monday,
pending the conclusion of the in-
vestigation; according to Meridian
SchoolDistrict assistant superinten-
dent Ian Horning. -
Officials said Palmer passed
a background check when she
was hired for the position.
Palmer, a former Centennial High
School student, has also done occa-
sional substitute teaching but is not
a full-time instructor.
The teen was a student at
Centennial High Schoo!'
School officials would not say
whether the girl was a mem-
ber of the team or had been
one of Palmer's students.
Palmer is a 2004 graduate of
Centennial High School, where she
played softball.
If convicted, Palmer could face
up to 25 years in prison, be or-
dered to pay a $50,000 fine and be
required to register as a sex
offender.
pand its policy to include not only
sexual orientation, but also gender
identity. That was also part of its
resolution.
"We will continue to urge
Micron to take this next, important
step, one that received substan-
tial support," said Jeff Simmons, a
• Thompson spokesman. "We hope
that Micron not only hears their
call, but understands and embrac-
es the importance and value of this
change."
Francisco said the company isn't
addressing gender identity at this
time.
"The company has long held the _
belief that its objectives can best
be achieved by providing equal
employment opportunity for all of
its team members," he said.
The Washington D.C.-based
Human Rights Campaign, which
lobbies for equal rights for gays
and lesbians, says more than 80
percent of Fortune 500 companies
now have policies barring dis-
crimination based on sexual ori-
entation.
Micron's employees in California
already had such explicit protec-
tions against sexual orientation
discrimination. And it was due
to revise its policies in Oregon
after changes in that state's law,
Francisco said. Asa result, Micron's
board decided that adopting lan-
guage banning bias against sexual
orientation in its anti-discrimina-
tion rules was the best way to ad-
dress the issue, he said.
. "It gives us uniformity across the
company sites," Francisco said. .
WashingtonGrouprnternational,
a Boise-based engineering com-
pany, in March revised its non-
discrimination policies to include
protection for gay and lesbian em-
ployees.
Micron is Idaho's largest private
employer, with about 11,000work-
ers in the Boise area. It employs
about 23,000 people worldwide.
COURTESY
Idaho Press-Tribune
A high school softball coach
was arrested this weekend
on charges of inappropriately
touching a minor. Lauren Kathleen
Palmer, 22, an assistant softball
coach at Centennial High School in
Boise, was arrested Saturday
after investigators reported she had
inappropriate contact with a 16-
year-old gir!.
Ada County Sheriff's Office
spokeswoman Andrea Dearden
said that around 1 a.m. Saturday,
a sheriff's deputy spotted a car'
parked at the Eagle Skate Park off
Horseshoe Bend Road in Eagle.
The deputy went to investigate
and saw two people getting off a
blanket outside the vehicle. _
One ofthe people was Palmer, and
Micron Technology Inc. says it
will honor shareholder demands
from late last year that the Boise-
based computer-chip maker
change its personnel policies to
explicitly bar discrimination over
sexual orientation,
The move by the company's
board makes Micron the latest
publicly traded company to ac-
quiesce to investors on that issue,
though some say the changes don't
go far enough.
Micron had argued its 'existing
policies provided adequate protec-
tion against bias in the workplace,
even though they didn't specifical-
ly address gay! lesbian and trans-
gender employees.
"It's been our policy to not
. discriminate," Dan Francisco,
a Micron spokesman, told The
Associated Press on Tuesday,
"Following conversations with
shareholders, we revisited the
(written) policy and came to this
decision."
At Micron's annual meeting in
December, more than 55 percent
of shareholders voted to add sex-
ual orientation to the company's
written anti-discrimination policy
_ joining race, religion, color, sex,
national origin, age and disability.
At the time, the company didn't
say if it would honor the vote.
- New York City Comptroller
William C. Thompson, who over-
sees that city's pension funds
that own Micron shares, intro-
duced the resolution to make the
changes. For more than a decade,
Thompson has waged a campaign
for companies to adopt such poli-
cies.
After Micron's move, a spokes-
man for Thompson said the comp-
troller was pleased that it changed
its policy. Still, Thompson was dis-
appointed that Micron didn't ex-
PHOTO COURTESY IDAHO PRESS-TRIBUNE
Lauren Kathleen Palmer
was arrested Saturday
for allegedy having inap-
propriate sexual contact
with a 16-year-old girl ..
Local students protest immigration system
COURTESY ~"
Idaho Press-Tribune' r!;;;":,; \
also said there was no warning from
students about the walkout and
march.
"They waited until our backs
were turned and then skipped out
of school," Lowe said. "Parents we
contacted were very upset and did
not give approval for their chil-
dren to skip school." Lowe said he
estimated 20 to 30 students from
his school participated .in the
walkout and march.
When the group made it to the
front of the courthouse at about 11
a.m, after marching down Indiana
Avenue and Blaine Street, no one
greeted them. They walked to the
Jacksons Food Store on 10thAvenue
and then were given cups of water at
Fiesta Guadalajara Restaurant.
Caldwell High School sophomore
Ramon Quintera, 17,said it was up
to students to protest immigration
laws.
"If we don't come here and
protest," he said, "who's going to
do it for us?"
About 60 students from Vallivue
Middle School, Vallivue High
School and Caldwell High School
left classes 'Iuesday and marched to
the Canyon County Courthouse to
mark the one-year anniversary of a
nationwide. protest of immigration
laws.The loosely organized group of
Hispanic students carried Mexican
flags and chanted "SiSe Puede," or
"It can be done,"
Last year, a group of about 200
students from the same schools
marched to the county courthouse
and were greeted by county sheriff's
officials and County Commissioner
Robert Vasquez. This year's march
was smaller and less vocal. One stu-
dent said the protest was larger last
year because itwas more organized.
School officials said the students
would be marked truant for the day.
"It's for all the illegals that are
coming to this country," 13-year-
PHOTO COURTESY IDAHO PRESS-TRIBUNE
Students from Caldwell High School, Vallivue
Middle School and High School marched to
the Canyon County Courthouse Tuesday.
restart our lives,"Burrola said. "They
should let us be here."
Students said the march started at
Vallivue Middle School at the begin-
ning of the school day. The middle
school students picked up students
from the other two schools as they
walked. Even though some students
walking with the group said their
parents knew about the march and
supported it,VallivueMiddle School
Principal Rod Lowesaid the parents
he spoke with were not happy about
their children missing schoo!. He
old Vallivue Middle School eighth-
grade student Rodolpho Andrade
-said about the march. "(And to say)
that illegals should be able to come
into this country."
Fifteen-year-old Jimmy Burrola,
a Vallivue High freshman, said
Mexicans who come to the United
States illegally are just doing so to
get jobs. He said many people don't
understand that.
"They think many ofthe Mexicans
are committing crimes, but we're
trying to support the families and
·11
K
i Campus Crime
4/16/07 - Harassment - Student con-
tacted Counseling Office ref his ex-girl-
friend's mother making threats toward
him. Report taken.
4/16/07 - DUI - Traffic stop on Cesar
Chavez Lane resulted in arrest for DUI.
Report taken.
4/17/07 - Vandalism - Lower pane of
side main door No.2 of Towers was bro-
ken. Report taken.
4/17/07 - Grand theft auto - Housing
Maintenance employee's vehicle was
stolen while warming up. suspect ar-
rested and vehicle recovered. Report
taken. .
4/18/07 - Grand theft - A wallet was
take from an unsecured locker in the
Rec Center. Report taken.
4/18/07 - Flash drive was stolen from
a package on a doorstep at the Village
Apartments. Report taken.
4/19/07 - Theft - Backpack was tak-
en from a classroom in the Education
Building. Report taken.
4/19/07 - Burglary - Parking permit
was stolen from a vehicle parked in the
Chaffee parking lot. Report taken.
4/23/07 - Protection order violation
- Victim' and suspect are both students
and ran into each other in the Student
Union. Report taken.
4/24/07 - Bike theft - A bike was stolen
from a rack outside the Taco Bell Arena.
Report taken.
4/24/07 - Bike theft - A bike was sto-
len from a rack outside of the Student
Union. Report taken.
4/26/07 - Grand theft - Suspect used
victim's bank card to make purchases
online. Report taken.
4/27/07 - Hit and run - Parked vehicle
at 1076 Denver was struck by another
vehicle. Proper contact information was
not left. Report taken.
4/28/07 - Warrants/False information/
Drug paraphernalia/Resisting and ob-
struction - Traffic stop at Capitol/Royal
resulted in the previous. Report taken,
arrest made.
4/28/07 - Unlawful entry - Unknown
suspect entered a vehIcle and rifled
through items in the car. Nothing was
stolen. Report taken.
4/29/07 - Injury by graffiti - Unknown
suspect spray·paintedgraffiti on a
BSU shuttle stop behind the Education
Building. Report taken:
4/30/07 - Bike theft - A bike was stolen
from a rack outside of the Multipurpose
Builqing. Report taken.
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Senate makes $500,000 decision
BY CHARLOTTE TAYLOR
News Writer
ness, the decision made by the awareness created by speaker Mike
Senate seemed to shock the gal- Domitrz,
lery. The Senate chose to send the According to the bill, statistics
biIl approving the budget directly show that sexual assault is higher
to third reading, This meant that on college campuses within the first
there could be no discussion nor al- few weeks of school each fall. The
terations made to the budget. It also program would be part of Bronco
meant it could not be sentto a com- Welcome. It would discuss sexual
mittel' for further examination. health and sexual assault issues.
Once in third reading, the biIl Domitrz visited the Boise State
was voted on and unanimously ap-: campus last year and gave his pre-
proved. The senators seemed confl- sentation to a group of fraternity
dent that no further consideration and sorority members. He is known
Fiscal responsibility? was needed. as much for his sense of humor as
Apiece oflegislation was also in- ·"1 think it just goes to show the for his educational material.
troduced that would approve. this amount of trust there is within . "It's funny at points but it hits the
. budget. The total fiscal impact of ASBSUright now,"Ortmann said. core of what sexual assault really
this decision is in. the neighbor- The ASBSU budget consists is," Ortmann said.
hood of $500,000. In the past, sen a- mostly of student fees and provides The biIl was "fast-tracked" and
tors have debated the budget for money to student organizations went directly to third reading where
weeks. They have sent budgets to and clubs. It is also provides money it was voted on and passed unani-
. the Budget and Finance Committee to pay the members of the student mously. Also sponsoring the "Can
to be altered, edited and argued. government, as well as covering ad- I Kiss you?n program are. Campus
This Senate appears to be dealing ministrative costs or projects. Safety; the Women's· Center, the
with the budget in a slightly differ" Student Programs Board, - the
. th' Sex· e·d··ucatten Residence Hall ASsociation and the'entmanner.Itistrue .atOrtmanns
presentation of theASBSU finances The other piece of legislation in- Health and Wellness Center. .
was incredibly thorough. traduced in Senate 1\tesday was a "It's . really worthwhile . and .1
. "I've never seen a president pres- bill, sponsored by Sen.Ashley Callis .think it would be a good thing for .
ent the budget so well before," . and Sen, Jessica Martin, wroch al- students across campus to, heart
Associate Director of Student . locates $1,000to support the ·CaIi r Sen.Ma.rtilfsaId;~ltalsosho\VSthat
ActiVitiesRoil.Meyersatd. -,......• Kiss YOill~pro8rllJn.1'hiliJsatrav; .weire willing toWorkwithotbertlr~.:
.E~n gi~en()rtinann'sth(),ro~~ -.elfngs.euiIna.r oJ'l~ilIsaf~ty'-and.. ·&.anizatioh~_o~~mp~s.~ ;"~:.:;' ...;-
nOnline Interns
The Associated Students of Boise
State '\.lniversity Senate made a
risky decision Tuesday, and it in-
volves your money.
ASBSUPresident Amy Ortmann
was present in the Student Union
Forum for the Senate meeting. The
purpose of Ortmann's visit was to
discuss the 2007ASBSUbudget.
mAssistant Multimedia
Producer .
Apply at jobs@arbiteronline.com
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Bush vetoes war spending bill
BY WILLIAM
DOUGLAS AND
MARGARET TALEV
McClatchy Newspapers
stand with Bush. As he repeatedly
had threatened, Bush vetoed the
$124 billion war-spending bill on
Tuesday because of its timeline for
withdrawing U.S. troops from Iraq.
"It makes no sense to tell the
enemy when you plan to start
withdrawing," Bush said at the
White House. That "would be
setting a date for failure, and that
would be irresponsible."
Bush's veto - the second of his
presidency - sets the stage for com-
promise. Aware that they lack a
two-thirds majority to override the
veto, congressional Democrats are
searching for terms that could pick
up enough Republican support to
prevail while appealing to anti-war
Democrats. After Bush spoke, Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev.,
and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi,
D-Calif., faced the TV cameras and
vowed to work with Bush but not
yield to him.
President Bush will meet with
the Democratic leaders of Congress
at the White House on Wednesday
to discuss. what to do about Iraq
after Bush vetoed the Democrats'
war-funding bill on Tuesday
because it contained a timeline for
withdrawing U.S. troops.
A bipartisan consensus appeared
to be growing on Capitol Hill that
any new bill to support U.S. troops
in Iraq must contain benchmarks .
for political progress by the Iraqi
government - with consequences jf
the Iraqis fail to meet them. But it re-
mained unclear what benchmarks
or consequences Republican law-
makers or the White House would
accept, or whether congressional
Republicans would continue to
"The president wants a blank
check. The Congress is not going to
give it to him," Pelosi said.
While Bush has insisted that he'll
accept no withdrawal timeline,
White House aides have signaled
that some performance benchmarks
for Iraq could be negotiable.
As the legislation headed
Tuesday to its inevitable veto,
several Republicans expressed
frustration that Bush and the
Democratic leadership had insisted
on. a showdown rather than serious
closed-door talks.
"There are a number of
Republicans who do think that
some kind of benchmarks, properly
crafted, would actually be helpful,"
said Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky. "So I think that is
an area that we can talk about, be-
ginning tomorrow." .
Rep. Adam Putnam of Florida,
chairman of the House Republican
Conference, also saw benchmarks as
an avenue for compromise. Putnam
said he and other House GOP law-
makers are open to cutting off
non-military aid if the Iraqi
government fails to meet cer-
tain benchmarks within set time
frames, but not to tying troop
funding to any benchmarks.
"We're willing to consider on the
economic, reconstruction, civil side
of the ledger," he said. "I think it's
premature to declare unilaterally
that should be offthe table."
While Republicans expressed
a willingness to negotiate,
Democratic leaders were less open
Tuesday afternoon,
"I don't want to get into a negotia-
tion with myself," said Reid, when
asked about his talks with McConnell
about possible compromise.
The vetoed measure set bench-
marks for the Iraqi government to
develop its military forces and take
actions to achieve national recon-
ciliation. If Bush didn't certify that
the benchmarks were being met,
the bill would've required that U.S.
troops start leaving Iraq by July 1,
with a goal of ending the withdrawal
by Dec. 31, 2007. If the benchmarks
were met, the withdrawal would be-
gin Oct. 1and end by.the same goal.
Bush's veto capped a day heavy in
symbolism for congressional oppo-
nents of the war and for a president
who's staked his legacy on Iraq. Both
sides are trying to rally public opin-
ion behind their stands. Pelosi and
Reid sent the bill to the White House
after a Capitol Hill signing ceremo-
ny. It coincided with the fourth an-
niversary of Bush's landing on the
USS Abraham Lincoln aircraft car-
rier to proclaim that major combat
was over in Iraq. He gave the address
under a now-infamous banner that
read "Mission Accomplished:'
"After more than four, years of a
failed policy, it's time to remove our
. troops from an open-ended Civilwar
and for Iraq to take responsibility for
its own future," Reid said.
The White House countered With
stagecraft of its own. Bush delivered
an afternoon speech at U.S. Central
Command in Tampa, Pla., Where
he said that removing U.S. forces
from Iraq would turn the country
into a "cauldron of chaos." He timed
his veto message for the prime,time
news hour. Some GOP lawmak-
ers are as frustrated as Democrats
are by the standoff and say it's time
for Bush to work with Congress
to come up with a workable war-
funding bill.
"I know the White House wants
to have open-ended latitude in
how to conduct the war, and I don't
think that's simply an option at this
point," said Sen. Olympia Snowe, R-
Maine. "My advice is to work on a bi-
partisan basis:'
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• 10 Communities
• New homes
from the
upper S100's to
the mid $300'5
·362-7785 .
• 'Cloverdale, east
on Lake Hazel Rd.
*NAMPAIKUNA
• 10 Communities
• New homes
from the mid
S100's to the
mid $200'5
• 442-8474
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*MERIDIAN/STAR
• 10 Communities
• New homes
from the upper
S100's to the
mid $300'5
• 898-3955
• Meridian Rd. west
on Cherry Lane.
*CALDWELUMIDDLETON
• 8 Communities
• New homes from
the mid $100's
to the mid
S200's
• 453-9000-
• Ustick Rd. south
on Florida. west
on Laster Road.
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Dow Jones Industrial
Average
13,211.88 (+ 75.74)
Nasdaq Composite
2,557.84 (+ 26.31)
S&P 500
1,495.92 (+ 9.62)
10 Year Bond
4.646% (+ 0.004)
LOCAL
A!bertson's (ABSNU.PK)
25.00 (+ 0.30)
Bank of America (BAC)
51.01 (+ 0.08)
Micron Technology (MU)
11.45 (+ 0.10)
Hewlett Packard (HPQ)
42.93 (+ 0.01)
Washington Mutual (WM)
42.71 (+ 0.33)
Qwest Communications (Q)
9.39 (+ 0.28)
TECHNOLOGY
Apple Computer, Inc.
(AAPL)
100.39 (+ 0.92)
Google Inc. (GOOG)
465.78 (- 3.22)
Microsoft Corporation
(MSFT)
30.61 (+ 0.42)
Motorola Inc. (MOT)
17.56 (+ 0.10)
Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO)
28.12 (+ 0.52)
FUN~~~~------------------------
(Abercrombie &. Fitch (ANF)
81.30 (+ 0.31) .
Halliburton (HAL)
31.93 (+ 0.54)
Harley Davidson (HOG)
63.95 (+ 0.51)
Wal-Mart (WMT).
48.28 (- 0.05)
Walt Disney'(DIS)
35.70 (+ 0.23)
CURRENCY
----------------------------
USD to Euro (EUR)
0.7358
USD to Peso (MXN)
10.9165
USD to Y«!n (JPY)
118.7450
Gold
672.00
Silver
13.23
Numbers printed as of press time
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New·legislation in
California targets net predators
BY JIM SANDERS
McClatchy Newspapers
New legislation could team
California and MySpace, the na-
tion's largest state and the popular
Internet portal, in an innovative
but controversial way to fight sex
offenders who prowl chatrooms for
child victims.
The proposal calls for California
to require registered sex offend-
ers to report their e-ma'i1 addresses
and Internet identities to the state,
which would make them available
to MySpace and other social net-
works to block participation.
"It is not a divine right that some-
one who is a registered sex offender
should have access to a chatroom of
15-year-olds," said Assemblyman
Anthony Portantino, a Democrat.
. Portantino and Republican
Assemblywoman Shirley Horton
are pushing Assembly Bill 841
in conjunction with MySpace, a
massive, virtual community that
enables users to share profiles,
photos and e-mail.
Opponents argue that the state
should not distribute personal
identifying information to a proflt-
making firm, and that AB841 would
infringe upon free-speech rights
of many convicts who have not
acted suspiciously.
The legislation also raises' ques-
tions about whether the state would
be contributing to a new form of
punishment for the ~8,000 sex of-
fenders who have been freed from
prison to resume private lives.
Former Assemblywoman Jackie
Goldberg, a Los Angeles Democrat,
said the proposal could hurt many
offenders who are turning their
lives around or whose crimes in-
volved a spouse or adult acquain-
tance, not a child or stranger.
"At some point, we have to sepa-
rate the guilty from the less guilty
from the innocent," she said. "But
we're not willing to do that because
there's too much politics in this
crime-and-punishment business:'
California Attorneys for Criminal
Justice, representing defense law-
yers, said AB 841 would accomplish'
little because predators easily could
change their e-mail or instant mes-
sage addresses after reporting them
to authorities.
Rehabilitating offenders and "de-
monizing them is truly counterpro-
ductive," the group said in a written
statement, best serve the public.
AB 841 is similar to proposed fed-
erallegislation and to new laws in
Kentucky and Virginia.
"MySpace is committed to work-
ing with California authorities to
create ways to remove these offend-
ers from social networking sites and
keep teens safe online," Hemanshu
BY ALEX L. GOLDFAYN
McClatchy Newspapers
Nigam, MySpace's chief security of-
ficer, said in a written statement.
Horton said the legislation is
timely because "online chatrooms
or hangouts are exploding in pop-
ularity." MySpace, for example,
. serves about 100 million visitors
per month.
AB 841 would expand a current
law that requires sex offenders to,
report their home addresses to po-
lice agencies. The new mandate
would take effect in July 2010.
Offenders' Internet identities
would not be displayed on the state
Megan's Law Web site, but they
would be accessible to MySpace
or other such portals, perhaps
for a fee.
Some registered sex offenders
whose identities are excluded from
the Megan's Law site for relatively
minor sex offenses would be includ-
-ed in the data provided to MySpace
and others for screening users. .
AB 84f also would create a new
felony, targeting adults who lie
about their age online in an attempt
to commit various sex crimes.
No statistics are readily avail-
able on the number of child sex
crimes precipitated by Internet
contact. Authorities say misbehav-
ior is common.
"Dateline NBC" has broadcast
numerous shows in which alleged
pedophiles are lured into a sting af- .
ter sexual conversation online.
Kevin Poulsen of Wired.com,
which reports on technology
trends, wrote last October that he
performed an automated search of
MySpace that found 744 profiles of
people listed on the federal sex of-
fender registry including 497 who
had victimized children.
Parry Aftab, a New York attorney
and author on cybercrime issues,
said finding a potential victim on
the Internet is like "shooting fish in
a barrel:'
"You can find the kids who are
more vulnerable, and therefore
more likely to engage in these
high-risk activities by reading what
they're posting on their profiles,"
she said. "They're easier to find."
Harriet Salarno, president of
Crime Victims United, applauded
AIl 841.
"Anything that can save a child
from being lured by a child molest-
er, we support," she said. "Even ifit
helps just one child:'
Assemblyman Joel Anderson, a
Republican and a member of the
Assembly Public Safety Committee,
said he is likely to support AB 841
despite his reservations' about
giving personal information to
private firms. .
"I think the vile nature of the
crime allows for exceptions:'
he said.
Portantino said AB 841 sim-
ply supplements existing efforts
to keep predators away from kids,
such as requiring adults to obtain
permission before walking onto
school playgrounds.
"I see it as common sense,"
he said.
The state Attorney General's
Office has taken no position
onAB 841.
Asked if the measure could be'
interpreted as an unfair form of
punishment against sex offenders
who have paid their debt to society,
spokesman Gareth Lacy declined
to speculate.
"Each additional restriction or
requirement that is imposed on a
sex offender, taken in the aggregate,
could be unconstitutional," he said.
"That's something to consider:'
The American Civil Liberties
Union contends that requiring dis-
closure of Internet identities would
violate the constitutional right to
speak anonymously "regardless of
the topic and regardless of the elec-
tronic forum."
Local law enforcement agen-
cies would be required to update
records when offenders report a
new e-mail address. No new funding
is proposed.
Attorney John Myers, a child
abuse specialist at McGeorge
School of Law, said he doubts that
AB 841 would be deemed unconsti-
tutional but that it contributes to a
"scarlet letter" mentality of brand-
ing sex offenders,
"The problem is, nobody really
"
covered that the average adult plays
about 7.5 hours per week (far more
than me). And 79 percent of all video
garners, including kids, report exer-
cising and playing sports an average
of20 hours per month (also far more
than me), but enough statistics. I
took my super-conflicted, adult-
playing-a-child's-game . dilemma
to the people. I called Michael
McCann, 34. He's the Lincolnshire,
IlL, community services manager
of the Sedgebrook retirement com-
munity, where the Nintendo Wii
rules the recreation area. McCann
explained that among the commu-
nity's 280 total residents, 30 to 40
retirees regularly play Wil's motion-
sensing bowling game. Average age
of the garners? McCann guessed late
70s to early 80s. McCann himself
games it up when there's time.
He's a World of Warcraft junkie
a PC-based game with an online
community of millions of players.
He also plays "fIrst-person shoot-
ers" and sports games on his Xbox
360 (my man!). All in all, he's only
Grown-up gamer aims to justify addiction
" The average gamer is 33 and has
My name is Alex Goldfayn, been playing for 12 years. The average
and I am an adult who plays 'J -
~~~~~:~:fe,ajOb,amortgageand videogame buyer is 40. A whopping 93
an exceptionally good Madden sea- percent of computer garners are older
son going on my Xbox 360.
With two games to go, my Bears than 18. Eighty-three percent of
'are the best team in the league, Rex
Grossman has not thrown a single console garners can vote •.
interception and Cedric Benson
hasn't even come close to getting I yelled, fist in the air. And the entire professor Douglas Gentile, a psy-
hurt. Still, my life is filled with bills section turned to stare. chologist who is also a top research-
and responsibilities, and a nearly Some. of .them were awakened. er of video games' effects on chll-
insatiable need to get a quick game The guy next to me broke up dren. "It's a study on how to lie with
ofFIFA soccer in. It's incredibly fun, laughing. I was mortified, an statistics," Gentile said. "That (aver-
and, in high definition, it's a glorious adult playing a child's game. This age) age includes your grandfather
three-dimensionaI experience. public display of video gaming who plays solitaire. What they fail to
I'm on the field sprinting after (PDV?), a flrst for me, was the last recognize is the portion of kids who
the ball, lofting the perfect cor- straw. Ihad reached a personal gam- . play is far greaterthan the portion of
ner kick and magically heading ing low. It was time fora change. I adults who play."
it just past the diving goalkeeper. called the Entertainment' Software Ifelt worse. So Ishared Gentile's
Problem is, Ido this from the couch, Association for help. I'm way older thoughts with the ESA, which did
with my thumbs. Which is kind of than the average video garner, right? not agree.
embarrassing. Once I did it while Nope. The average garner is 33 and "lttswtdelyestabllshedthatadults
airborne, in first class. This will has been playing for 12 years. The make up a large percentage of the
never happen again. Yousee'Illywlfe average videogame buyer is 40. A game-playing population," wrote
got me a PlayStlition Portable formy whopping 93 percent of computer ESA Senior Vice President Carolyn
birthday.Theperfectgift,right?Well, gamersare older than 18. Eighty- Rauch in an e-mail. "Thirty-one
,ltook it With me on a recent flight. three percent of console garners can' percentof garners areunder 18years"
Playing Madden, my Bears were in a . vote. . . . ..: .. old, 44 percent of garners are 18to
tight oneagainstthe hated Packers. "You shouldn't feel bad: theESA 49 years old and25percent are 50 or -.
'GlllSsmarit1tl'elY' a wicked long one spokesman told me. "You're.the . older," . .. . .< .....•...••.....
c.t~ B~~idBerrian" whQJ scored .. norm." .:' ......•..•..•.•.. i >i .:i Co?llBetter again>What a.roUer
~lISily.~ta ~asS,·JolU1 Malili~ ,.·...lfelt better. But then ,I ~tli.~ii:9,aster. Digging deepcro[1thel3SA'~
.:~aIW!-!dll1toJ[1Y~~ri,e8~o/esl~:·.n~ers~, Iowa $~te, H~tY:~re~;~~(W\V\V·theeSi~ln);}tlis~: ...~.s.;,;.;..-.;.:;.~,-,...~
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knows at this point what is effec-
tive and what isn't effective," Myers.
said. "It's not a thoughtful process
anymore. It's a knee-jerk reaction
that anything we can do is OK, be-
cause they're sex offenders and
they don't deserve even basic hu-
man dignity:'
Aftab countered that AB 841
is significant. b'ecause it could
benefit prosecutors.
Rather than prove criminal in-
tent when a sex offender acts sus-
piciously online, AB 841 would al-
Iowan arrest if the person had lied
about age or failed to disclose an
Internet identity, she said.
"It makes it easier to put them
back in jail:' Aftab said.
Added Portantino: "If we don't,
make this effort, shame on us:'
gaming an hour or two per week,
"but my fiance hates it," he said. "I
tell her it's good for our relationship
because then I'm not being a clown
around her:' McCann's advice to
me: "I wouldn't be embarrassed by
your playing. If you enjoy doing it,
why would you want to give it up?"
Good point. Next, I turned to one of
the Sedgebrook's residentWiI bowl-
ing champions, 65·xear-old Ginger
Kotz. She recently Bowled a 206 on
thegarne.
"I'm proud of that," she said. "But
I don't even know what it means.
There was a time when I had four
strikes in a row. I thought, 'Oh,
my goodnessl' It was an accident I
think:" She only plays with a group,
never by herself. Conversely, Ionly
play by myself, which makes my
habitworse than hers. But Kotz
was supportive.
"Whatelse would you be doing, be
out drinking?" Well, no. "It's a relax-
; .ing thing for you: she concluded. "It.
.releases tension. I think that'sgood,"
Howcan I argue with thatlogic?
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Theway we see it •.•
The Senate made
a rookie mistake
The waiwe see it is based on the majority opinions of The
Arbiter editorial board. Members of the voas;.dareDrew Mares,
editor-in-chief; Troy Sawyer, business' Manager; Heather
English, proauction manager; Dustin Lapray, managing edi-
tor; Barry Franklin, opinion editor; Harsh Mantri, online edi-
tor and Sheree Wftiteley, lead copy editor.-y
Thesday, May, 2007, the Associated Students
of Boise State University introduced a piece of
legislation destined to be one ofthe fastest-pushed
documents ever to fly through the Senate cham-
bers. Sowhat was this miraculous document, which
was introduced Thesday, fast-tracked past ~cond
reading (where documents are edited), held out of
all committee hearings and passed unanimous-
ly in third reading without so much as a glance, a
question, a queried look? It was nothing big, j~st
the ASBSUBUDGET!
This document, written byASBSUPresident Amy
Ortmann, lays out the Fiscal-Year 2008 budget.
It appropriates $487,994.85.
. And it wasn't even discussed in Senate.
It didn't take the traditional trial through the
ASBSUBudget and Finance Committee. It wasn't
taken apart, line-by-line or questioned at all. When
Ortmann presented the budget, no questions were
put to her by.this Senate, all of whom are new to
student government. None of the current senators
have ever served in ASBSUbefore. It shows. This
was a rookie mistake.
These senators spent all spring bragging
about how they were going to "hold everyone
accountable for their actions" and then they forget
their promise during dead week. The Senate didn't
question Ortmann's 8-person executive staff (each
of whom will get paid $65 more per month than
the senators). Former ASBSU President Wyatt
Parke only had three positions on his staff;
Ortmann has eight.
It didn't question the slickly placed $10,000
Ortmann put in her Executive Discretionary b
account, nor the additional $12,200 also placed lat- Sea nda lou' 5 y natu re.1i
er under Executive Projects and Year Co-sponsor-
ship account. This gives Ortmann $22,200 to spend
at her will. The Senate may not have questioned it,
because it was also given two accounts: $14,000 in tl me for Presi-dent' Bush to reslq n
Discretionary and another $10,000 under Senate
Projects, thus giving. the Senate;$Z.~~OpOtoblow "' __'_.'_""~ '. '. - .,~.,-~ "'~''-'' f.'::-.~!''''!~., I:'" .. : >'" .'t"'~ ~
h'e~tyear. Last year;the Senate !onlY.~!la,--tl$.12,OOOto. . B,Y:I'4ICHAE L,J•.:Jv\ C LA 5KE;yc. s~oundrels in suits usc; i:J\lr,gover~tit~t:. '/'C~'J'..' !··.·J,Yi' "'0'.U··...,·v·:e'·':"pr·.·...·oIv.r"e.fn.'_~.,'...: ',.,•.:
O i' . Wit halls to prop"themselves'up at t·.he eX-.' ,." ,sn,.e.nd ' Ortman, n doubled it. sbudg¢.t::ltditln't ques- .. ,.,.- p nt,on. r terr"" .' pense of the American people. ,. . ...': '
tlon the $2,500 allocated for five trips to the State First Lady Laura Bush told us· This has nothing to do with my time and again, that .
Board of Education meetings, as if the executive that no one suffers more than in-your-face attitude, but your outta'-
staff needs $500 to drive to Lewiston or Pocatello. President number 43, but I think my-face-I'm-busy American excuse. you're a good leader
It didn't even ask about Ortmann's trip to one must have moral compunctions in We're all too busy to partici- when brute force is
Philadelphia this summer for a leadership confer- order to suffer. pate in our own country. Our daily
Every president has a relation- lives aren't the ones being horri- needed, but otherwise,
ence (not that we don't think it's important, but ship with the U.S. Constitution, from bly interrupted - it's the 1.5 million .
$3,000 is a lot of money for two people). faithful partner to philandering and displaced and 600,000 dead Iraqis, and you're a black spot on
The Senators haven't been given a raise in three abusive. On that continuum, W.· the continual death toll in both oc- . the world, an agitator,
years, while the executive staff has every year. The falls on the dark side in my book: cupied territories of Afghanistan and an ineffective
Senate didn't question giving the Cultural Center Presidential signing statements, Iraq. It's the hundreds of thousands
d h W
'C h $ 0 b I suspension of habeas corpus, in Sudan that are dying, dead and negotiator. and the
an .t e omen senter eac 4,00 to a ance . t' • th ffai f Iorei starving. Not us, we're doing fine - sla v- 'mtertenng mea airs 0 oreign
their budgets. Itdidn't question spending $5,000 on nations, secret rendition, warrant- ing away at our jobs too fastidiously to "decider" for only a
the Hall of Fame Dinner. Itdidn't dare question the less wiretaps, and the latest in a show that we mean business. Butthat's 1 delud d •
monies given to Greeks on campus. The Financial presidency wracked by scandal - Karl what MySpace is for, right? azy, e u e nation
Advisory Board chose to 'award: zero monies to Rove deleting more than two million Luckily for our CEO-in-Chief, he that would prefer to
Alpha Xi Delta sorority (Ortmann gave it the max e-mails from the RNC account, which doesn't care about the rest of us. That's 1 b b 11' h
mayor may not have shed light on the why he sent3,OOO of your children off to ru e Y u ying t an .
$3,000), $2,475 to Delta Epsilon Chi (Ortmann gave recent firings of eight U.S: Attorneys. die, Republican orDemocrat-it didn't by good example. "
it the max $3,000) and also zero monies to Hui-O- Comparatively, all Richard matter to him, because this issue is
Aloha, Intertribal Native Council and Kappa Kappa Nixon did was have a few key above politics. He'sabadleader,awbrse
Psi (Ortmann gave them the max $3,000). See a people's phones tapped. Now, the NSA speaker and a horrible transmog-
trend? All of this effectively raised the FABbudget records all our calls, and we have rification. of the Stanford experi-
never had a president with more fla- ment. Removed' by the power of the
- from $138,056 to $153,731. grant disregard for constitutional pro- presidency from the pain he's
Most of all, we question whether the Senate cedure than George W. Bush. inflicted, the world's suffering is mute
even re.ad the budget, which is the only important A lazy, despondent constitu- to him,. and he doesn't care to read
document it had to pass all spring. ency that has become so jaded we lips, as his father was so fond of
Basically, the Senate didn't question ~nything. comfortably allow each succes- suggesting. If he's suf.fering, he's
Although the ASBSUbudget may not be flawed or sive egregious action by the Bush doing it in absolute silence.
administration to fall on Bush's own Yes, he was dealt a -nasty hand.
unfair, it was the duty of the Senate to at least read approval ratings can only explain Corporations fell apart within months
the damn thing. this slew of scandals .. People, he. of taking office. Terrorists flew planes
represents us as a nation. To quote into buildings. And that is all. The
an insipid bumper sticker: "If you're rest of the hell we've gone through as
not outraged,' you're not paying a nation since that moment in time
attention!" It seems to me that we don't has been 'all of his creation. Maybe
want a participatory democracy; we he's talked to God for so long with-
want a functioning republic, where out reply tht he took on the role. -,
The word 'God' is universa ,
at least to Muslims and Christians
BY BRIANNA RUSSELL
Opinion Writer
Well, I'm not sure I buy into it:
I went to a local Christian church
on Sunday during an adult Bible
study to gain some perspective on the
'Christian faith. I found it hard to relate
to the Bible due to its masculine tone,
threatening voice and overall underly-
ing idea that if you aren't Christfan you
will go to hell.
Onethingl did like about the Muslim
religion was that no one died for a per-
son's sins. Instead each Muslim is re-
sponsible for their own sins. And they
definitely didn't try to convert me, per-
haps it was because they didn't think
I was worthy enough with my mass-
produced iPod, designer shoes and
stunner shades. More than likely it-
was because the religion isn't a force-
ful one. You're not going to go to hell
if you aren't a Muslim, rather you are
going to be judged by God based on
the number of good and bad deeds
you have done with your life. Needless
to say, if I choose to be Muslim I must
believe in Allah (God), and follow the
Five Pillars of Faith. .
I'm just not quite sure it's that easy
for me. I mean the Koran and Bible are
"We believe in the Revelation
which has come down to us and in'
that which came down to you;' our God
(Allah) and your God (Allah) is One;
and it is to Him we bow (In Islam): "
(Qur'an 29:46)
After attending the Muslim Student
Association Open House at Boise State
last week, I've realized more than
I actually knew about God, myself,
spirituality and different religious
interpretations. Just to give some
background about what I've learned;
members of the' Islam religion believe
in one God, Allah. They do believe that
Jesus was a prophet but definitely not
the son of God. In the Islam religion to
say that Jesus was the son of God is de-
meaning to God's image, inferring that
God had to take a human form in order'
to communicate to us. But isn't that
typical, especiaIly in American soci-
ety, to dumb down things so that even
the most ignorant of beings can under-
stand? Or at least make things seem so
simple that we must believe them,
very wise with their words and I don't
disagree with their beliefs on how, to
live your life, but I still can't forget that
they are both part of man's interpreta-
tion of what God is.
Don't get me wrong, I believe in
a higher power, whether you call it
God or Allah or whatever. I was raised
Christian but definitely wasn't led by
example of how a Christian should act.
I'm just not sure I believe it all; Adam
and Eve, woman forming from the rib
of man, Moses parting the sea, Jesus
dying on the cross, etc. It all 'sounds
like an elaborate fairy tale with les- .
sons to be' learned, emphasizing the
constant and never-ending battle be-
tween good and evil, in which good
always prevails, I might as well cre-
ate my own religion based on Disney
movies. One of the Muslims Ispoke to
made a valid point that it is natural for
humans to seek a superior being or
some. form of spirituality for clar-
ity and purpose in life. Some people
believe in trees, fire.God, etc. Butwhat
do I believe?
I think Anne Frank said it best,
"In spite of everything, I truly be-
" I found it hard for
myselfto relate to the bible
.due to its masculine tone
and threatening voice;
that if you aren't Christian
you will go to hell. , ,
lieve that all people are good at heart:'
I know when I'm doing something
wrong or right, that's called morality
and common sense. Wh~ther or not
there is.a heaven or hell, no one liv-
ing in the present truly knows the an-
swer to that. And maybe this is just my
God-given curiosity at work, regard-
less if I'm Muslim, Christian, Jewish,
Buddhist or Catholic all I have and
know is this life I'm living, in order for
me to look back after death and say I
lived my life the way I should have. I
want to remember being happy and
know that I made a positive ripple in
this ocean of chaos around me.
di.~~~t~r,·on our oWh. s~hf'i~rs'keep
t~(s·g4tng. AIIoWing·~sliInato'~sc.ap'e,
multiple times. Flying the bin .Laden
relatives out of the country while all
flights were supposed to be grounded.
Trying to sell our shipping security
to Dubai and belligerently defending
the decision without supporting evi-
dence. Supporting Dick Cheney after
the VP.shot an elderly man in the face.
Giving us $300 at the beginning of his
presidency as a gesture of good faith,
then selling us out a few years laterwith
outrageous energy costs. Killingmore
than 3,000 Americans in Iraq.
You're right - George Bush didn't
kill our soldiers, but he deliberately
sent them into harm's way without any
credible evidence to warrant the loss of
one American life. We live in a world
of scientific reason, where even insur-
ance quotes are couched in terms of
risk. A "slam-dunk" case, Mr. President,
would be Saddam in a photo with a nu-
clear blast behind him, and two large
himself, and decided to create his own thumbs up, with a big smile on his face.
hell on Earth. Thatwould be a case ofweapons ofmass
Our leadership has failed us since destruction. Instead, we got a war of
Clinton handed oyer the reigns. mass distraction. I think it's time,
Scandal, not honor, have decorated Mr. President, for you to first call for
the last six years of neoconservative Cheney's resignation and then abdi-
control: Valerie Plame and yellowcake; cate the office. You've proven, time and
WMDs, Abu-Ghraib and the murder again, ,that you're a good leader when
of Saddam Hussein's sons by the CIA; brute force is needed, but otherwise,
scapegoating both George Tenet, for- you're a black spot on the world, an
mer director of the CIA, and Scooter agitator, an ineffective negotiator and
Libby, Cheney's former chief of staff; the "decider" for only a lazy, deluded
Harrie~ Myers' and Samuel Alito's . nation that would prefer to rule by
nominations to the Supreme Court. bullying than by good example.
FEMA. How about the non-federal. Give America a chance and resign,
response to Hurricane Katrina, the please, for honesty and decency's
laissez:faire approach to people sake, if not for the future credibility
drowniJlg and dying in a natural otAmerica.
shouldnow
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An oPen letter to
President Kustra and
Velma V. Morrison
concerning"
cesar Chavez Ln.An experience can
change your life BY KATE NEALGuest OpinionUntil a few days ago, I thoughtthat this University had done all
that it could to promote and fos-
ter an environment that tolerates
oppression and harbors hate.
Unfortunately, I was wrong.
Upon an anonymous tip, I learned
that secret plans were being
made by higher ups In the
administration along with Velma
Morrison to change a portion of
the newly named "Cesar Chavez
Lane" to "Velma Morrison Lane."
I am sure you understand my
surprise and disappointment.
Last year, a group of highly
motivated students, staff, fac-
ulty and community members
worked hard to change the private
lane known as "Campus Lane"
to "Cesar Chavez Lane" for the
purpose of honoring a man who
changed the world for the better.
Once approved, an unveiling of
the new street name was held and
largely attended.
Now, less than one year after
the change, steps have been taken
to change a portion of this road
touching the Morrison Center to
be called "Velma Morrison Lane."
Why?
The document written by james
Maguire says, "to honor one of
the University's most generous
donors and long-time Bronco
supporter." Was it not enough to
honor her by naming an entire
building after her?
In attempts to follow this paper
trail I learned that a complaint
was filed by a community mem-
ber who did not see a purpose to
the renaming to Cesar Chavez
Lane that was read by both the
president of the university and by
Morrison herself.
Days later, Morrison filed a
complaint directly with Kustra
and tail-between-Iegs, he quickly
asked that someone file a name
change request. Cal!s to the
Morrison Center have revealed
that the name change has already
been made official.
. Why was this kept so secret?
. Why didn't the persons involved
in~he,orig\nal name change get a
chance to debate this renaming?'
Why weren't we told?
The answers to these questions
reveal a much harsher truth: it's
not the students of this university
that matter, it's the money.
It can be assumed with great
confidence that Morrison threat-
ened Kustra with monetary means
so that the street name would
be changed without opposition.
Kustra then choose to involve only
a few people in this process, hop-
ing that we wouldn't catch wind,
oftheir deceit. In Maguire's docu-
ment requesting the name change
he writes, "Dr, Kustra has asked
that I expedite the formalization
of the renaming to appropriately
honor Ms. Morrison." If this re-
naming was truly about honoring
Ms. Morrison, why was it kept se-
cret?
Why was there no unveiling cer-
emony? Why hasn't anyone even
heard of this?
Oddly enough, the paperwork
filed to change the street' name
was dated 3-23-07, the last day of
Cesar Chavez week, coincidence?
We know better.
Calls and e-mails to the office of
the president and to the Morrison
Center have unfortunately
been ignored.
This situation is a clear
demonstration oCthe classism that
exists on this campus.
If it doesn't shout "mon-
ey" or "Fiesta Bowl" the
president refuses to care or
become involved.
Several attempts to meet with
the president over this and other
matters have also been ignored.
It is time that we shed light (a gi-
ant, blinding spotlight) on these
issues and the way they are han-
dled by this administration.
This clandestine approach to
campus politics is unacceptable
and this administration needs
to be held accountable' for their
with Townsend but named after
per late husband.
Fane survives a traumatic.ex-
perience to realize that the sum
of our human existence does not
revolve around personal creature
comforts but more the thought
for the welfare of other people.
Mrs. Lawrence came out of
this similar experience with a
progressive attitude and sense of
the dignity of the working person.
I was impressed when she
voluntarily agreed to pay my social
security benefits which she was
not legally obliged to do as I was
only a part time contract laborer.
Then upon reading
Rachel Carson's "The Silent
Spring," she voluntarily got
rid of all of her pesticides in
consideration for the environment
and my personal health.
Both of these women went
through traumatic personal
experiences in China of the 1920s
and both women emerged changed
by their experiences for the better.
Her first days in this war-torn
interior city are miserable, even
worse because she must now re-
main with her husband even
though they were not on speak-
ing terms. His work in this village
was risky and he refused to
vaccinate himself with a vaccine
he considers unreliable.
Left at home under the watch- .
ful eye of a Nationalist soldier and
feeling threatened on her frequent
trips into town by local anti-British -
sentiment, she seeks refuge in a
local orphanage where the nuns
reluctantly permit .her to assist
with the daily chores of caring for
children recently orphaned by the
cholera epidemic.
This experience, though initial-
ly disagreeable, brings her closer
to her estranged husband and
in the end unites them in a feeling
of common cause.
But ' their reunion is
short-lived, since he dies of chol-
era and she returns to London with
her child, a product of her affair
Ipreferred to think of her as a pro-
gressive who learned from bit-
ter experience much the same as
the fictional doctor's wife in "The
Painted Veil."
Kitty, a young, spoiled up-
per middle class London brat, Is
coerced into a marriage with a
Shanghai doctor who worked in
China as sort of an environmental
health specialist.
Upon arrival in Shanghai, she
becomes terribly distressed with
the discomforts of their very
boring existence. She then seeks
true love through an affair with
a Mr. Townsend, a fellow Brit.
But when her very staid Victorian
husband discovers her affair he
plots his revenge.
He accepts a dangerous mission
to a remote village beset by a dead-
ly cholera epidemic and political
instability.
Unwilling to leave the rela-
tive comforts of Shanghai, she
is practically blackmailed into
accompanying him on the journey.
care clients.
During the 1920s, this couple
(originally from British Columbia)
. served with the British Missionary
Society in China. Following their
service in China they took up resi-
dence In MillValley.
I believe that Mrs. Lawrence's
China adventure was in fact her
defining life experience. She
often discussed her experienc-
es in China while I was trying
to concentrate on my yard work.
She went on and on about the
grinding poverty, the cruel
oppression .of the Chinese by
their corrupt war lords, finding
dead bodies in the streets and the
persistent hunger of the populace.
She thought she and her hus-
band were doing some good by
teachingat the mission school and
participating in famine relief, but
admitted that these efforts were
insufficient In terms of solving
China's problems.
Although she described herself
and husband as "old China hands"
BY CLAUDIO BEAGARIE
Opinion Writer
My recent Viewing of "The
Painted Veil,"aWarner production
movie set in 1920ssouthern China,
brought back memories of China
stories I had heard in my youth, it
was almost like deja vu,
I left the theater with the feeling
of a definite connection with the
plot of the movie.
In particular, the role of her-
oine Kitty Fane (played by
Naomi Watts) reminded me
of an earlier encounter with a
missionary couple in Mill Valley,
Calif. Quite the intellectual
center, Mill Valley also boasts
well-cultivated gardens, which
compete with local redwood
growth to compliment the beauty
of the region.
I was a senior in high school
in 1960, and I was keeping my-
self busy with afternoon lawn
mowing jobs when I added Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence to my list of yard
• M
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or Jaguar is nearby. Adventure-seeking models like Pathfinders, Explorers, Frontiers, Outbacks, Foresters,
Tundras and Highlanders don't seem to find nearly as much off-road muck as my cars continuously wear.
there they are, stuck in traffic with teacher or a diplomat.
me between Boise and Meridian! Then again, is the driver of a Le
I'm never sure what brings out-of- Baron or Marquis going to act like
this-world vehicles like Saturns, they own the road?
Mercurys, and Galaxys to the Should you watch uut for Le
Treasure Valley. Sabres, Cutlasses and Barettas in
When I see an Odyssey I tend case they are driven as weapons?
to wonder when they were home The Ultima - is It meant to
last and if tIieirfamily would still' . beilie 'uitlmate in vehiciesor
recognize them. is there just a problem .with
Some vehicles inspire me to as- its timing belt and it feels like
sign their drivers lofty occupations. .an old-timer?
I am sure an optometrlst must be And for my final question: When
driving tharFord Focus. andan you get behind a Dodge Ram are
elected official is behind the wheel you supposed to dodgejt or ram it?
of'that Clvic. I'd like to see a crasb-carder-
Either a law-enforcement officer . by. where only Doctge Rants,were
or a decorated Veteran should oc-. aUoYied.toparticipate. •....
cupyaCltation.·.· .........>. . .. ..••... May:,e···.l'd..get .an· answer'
AnAcco~mightcarryam~slc my~uestionl, -
speeds and seemed to thrill at
the extra usage (we won't talk
about fuel costs!) as it transport-
ed me from my suburban town
through rural countryside and
. into urban Boise.
A seeming paraphrase of the
Suburban Is the Town and Country,
though to look at them similarities
are not obvious.
-.Anothervehicle obviously named
for wandering capabilities is' the
Continental.
I wonder, when a Yukon, a
Sonoma, or other place-named
vehicles cut me off, If the driver
and I aren't both wishing he was
anywbere else....
Manyvehlcles seem 10 be yearn- '.
itlgto leave roads behind> and yet ..
my Subaru broke down, Itried driv-
ing my daughter's Mustang.
I thought we were driving wild
and free, but the next day when my
daughter drove her car again the
Mustang decided to try for just a lit-
tle more freedom: it hit gravel on an
exit-rllmp and will require some
body-shop time.
Luckily, my daughter is. fine,
though depressed about her car.
Since the Subaru required a
complete. engine change, a time-
consuming' process when my
mechanic bas to go to his real job,
I got to drive from-small-town
Payette to Boise four days a week il'.I
our 86' Chevy Suburban. -.
You'ye rarely seen sucb a
bapp'yvehicle. It .lovC$ ,:freeway
BY LUCINDA SUTHERLAND
Arbiter Staff
When the driver of an Intrepid
recklessly squeezes intothe small
space in front of my car when we're
in 70 mile per hour traffic it makes
meiaugh.
When the driver of a Gallant
notices that I want to squeeze into
a lane and makes room for me, I'm
surprised but thoughtful.
My thoughts turn to the theme
I've been noticing: Is it possible that
pe~.IMs driving habits reflect the
model of car they drive? 0'
J driveaSubaru Legacy, and get-
tingsllfely'back tomy family Isoften
on my mind as I make the 130-mile
. commutetoandfriimcolleg~.When
.;d!:h~nes!a!:tlnnlt~~~.;
Ms.' Morrison should also be
beld . ..accountable '. for choos-
ing. to dodge' her . tssue: with
thestreetname.by using
her clout on thls\1l)lve~ityto. c.•
haveitsWepi. undertlte Jug: .tt'-·
lstlmeto. take responsibilItY for.' ~
yo~actlons. . .
':~~',.~L::)~~>'
I
It's often said that-opposites at-
tract. I believe this theory to be true
_ or somewhat true. It's like putting
together fabulous ensembles - pair
a red hat with red shoes and a red
bag, and you have completely dull,
matchy-matchy boredom. Throw
your red shoes on with a great blue,
grey or maybe even yellow some-
thing and poofl You've managed
to create a fun, artistic, non-bor-
ing outfit guaranteed to attract eyes
and compliments. Sure nothing
matches - that's the point. Your col-
ors can be complete opposites, but
as long as they're put together in
the right way, it works. They com-
pliment each other.
Last week, while lying on my bed
with my boyfriend, I realized that
the same idea holds true In the rela-
tionship realm. Here was a guy that
Is nearly my complete opposite. I'm
a glrly girl that loves shopping, the-
atre, art, dancing and could spend
endless amount of hours perusing
clothing stores or flipping through
"Vogue." The complete opposite of
a girly girl is the all-guy guy, and I
realized that afternoon that's ex-
actly who I'm dating. The television
is always on ESPN when I press the
power button, he'd sooner drink
a bottle of rat poison than spend
20 minutes in a tanning bed and I
swear he knows more about sports
trivia than that guy on "Stump
the Schwab."
So why does it work?
I think it's because we coor-
dinate. Our differences compli-
ment each other, and maybe we
balance one another out - like
bright red shoes and an understat-
ed grey top. We don't match, but
when put together we make for a
fabulous ensemble.
Matching too many things tends
to be overkill. Just like the red bag,
hat and shoes, dating someone too
much like yourself can ruin your
seemingly-perfect duo.
I learned the hard way. After a se-
ries of relationships with guys that
knew more about theatre and had
seen more productions than I have,
spent more time on their hair or,
!l1stead of checking out the physi-
cal features of girls in public, tried
to determine whether or not they
were wearing True Religion jeans,
I learned that having too many
interests in common isn't always
a good thing.
Granted, not having anything in
common with a significant other
would be like sporting a polk-a-
dotted, plaid and striped outfit
containing every color In the rain-
bow - sheer chaos. Itwouldn't work
at all (and would probably exercise
my gag reflexes). Some things have
to go together.
In clothing terms, if you're a neon
green T-shirt, don'tmess around
with a bright red mini skirt. But
then again, if you're a denim jack-
et please please please don't meet
up with a pair of matching denim
jeans - just the sight of that much
denim may kill me.
Differences can provide for an
innovative combo or a complete
catastrophe. The only way to know
what works and what doesn't is to
determine how great the differenc-
es or similarities are. Fo~tunately I ~
was raised by a woman who watch- .,....,r------------r
e; every sport under th~~11n;and
could fIX anything and everything 1 )
while wearing st.iletto heels - so it's
not that difficult to sit and watch a
basketball game.And while I'm sure
all-guy guys wouldn't normally opt
to spend their weekends perusing
Bananna Republlc, I've seen plenty
of them pass a significant amount
of time checking out tennis shoes at
Footlocker. It's this grey area; this
abilltyand desire to delve slightly
into Mthe other side" that allows for
a coordinated, not matchy-matclj.y
ensemble ,that workS Just right. ,.,'
J.
a-
To match or coordinate-
that is the question
BY SHEREE WHITELEY
Culture Columnist
BY DALE EISINGER
Culture Writer
Aswe roll Into the dry season, 2007
continues to ignite with phenorn-
enai music. To get the soundtrack to
your holiday started, here are three
summery songs that will keep you
relaxed and cool as the sun beats
down.
Panda Bear - "Good Girl!
Carrots"
, Panda Bear - Noah Lenox of
Animal Collective fame - loops
and repeats little bits of musical
nostalgia with evocative precision.
Offthe critically-acclaimed "Person
Pitch," this song opens with an ex-
plosion oftabla. Swirling electronic
hisses ride the beat exactly, ris-
ing and falling under the rhythmic
complexity of the drums. Though
haunting, this wandering psyche-
delic track stays strangely familiar
throughout. Lenox's falsetto is com-
forting and recalls the melodies of
the Beach Boys/although the har-
monies are obviously accomplished
through the aid of computers (as
much of this music is).
"There's a reason that I work/so
hard at this stuff/when all I want to
do/is take it easy," Lenox croons as
the beat relaxes and piano rolls be-
come central to the melody. As the
song changes gears, Lennox seems
to step back and examine the moti-
vation behind the composition, de-
ciding that he (and maybe all of us)
just need to "get your head out from
those mags/and Websites who try
to/shape your style/take a risk just
for yourself/and wade into the deep
end of the ocean." "Person Pitch" is
out now on Paw Tracks.
Minus the Bear - "Dr. I'Llng"
Off Minus the Bear's next full-
length "Planet of Ice," this 7-mln-
ute guitar monster never relents.
In terms of rhythmic perplexity
and sheer fret board virtuosity, it
, Is obvious that lead guitarist Dave
Knudson is as innovative today as
he was when Minus the Bear start-
ed making waves back In 2000. The
guitar echoes on a piercing octave,
bending around drumbeats that are
disjointed and huge. An experimen-
tal rock band in the past, MTB is tak-
ing a firm step in the prog direction
with this song. The synth is a more
prominent melodic device than on
previous efforts, and as the track
segues into the stabbing, up-and-
down scale that is the song's center-
piece, one can recall the likes of Yes
and Knudson's earlier band Botch.
But with all this newness going on,
a Minus the Bear we all know and
love is at the. core of this track - a
good portion of this Is still dance-
able. The vocals are hazy, the lyrics
intriguing and vaguely romantic.
"Planet ofIce" is due out in August.
Young Galaxy - "Swing Your
Heartache"
After the Dixie Chicks' little deba-
cle with anti-Bush sentiment a few
S"IJ."md m.·d ,'~ .. ~I,:.,: " .. ~I,';s ..~,'" .'" ." ."",'. ,;1,.I. IS.,· ., '..~
sonos~.1 -"'"
years ago, the musical protest went
on the decline. But more recently, as
public opposition to all things gov-
ernmental has risen, we have seen
the Arcade Fire, Neil Young, John
Mayer, TV on the Radio, and others
be much more vocal about their ide-
ological opposition to the current
administration and the war.
"Swing your Heartache" is no ex-
ception. Lyrically, this is some of the
most heavy-handed material of the
year. "We believe in time that you
will see/the institutions of the world
will only serve to enslave us," vocal-
i§t Stephen Ramsay almost whis-
pers. Lines like these would be hard
to swallow if the music weren't so
gentle. The syrupy bass line paired
with the reflective organ is beyond
soothing.
But Ramsay and Katherine
McCandless, the other half of this
Montreal pop duo, keep the pro-
found implications going with their
shimmering harmonies. "We all
must sacrifice In the name of'our be-
liefs/we believe in time that you will'
see/the frontier is misery/what do
you think it is that makes us freet/a
life without boundaries if you ques-
tion everything."
It's sad in a way, but as the track
develops into a lucid rocker, Young
Galaxypleads for your hope: "you've
got to live on, live on, live on."
Young Galaxy's self-ti-
tled debut is out now on
Arts and Crafts.
o
Romance through technology
BY MAT LA RUE
Culture Writer
Ever notice the person next to
you in class who simply refuses
to put their phone away and ha-
bitually text message during
class?
When you do it yourself you
probably don't consider yourself
distracting, or perhaps you think
you're too smooth for anyone to
notice.
, You're probably not that sly.
Perhaps ifyou're attracted to this
king or queen of text messaging
you find yourself pondering the
who and why: "who is so impor-
tant that they can't stop text mes-
saging them?"· Or "They .must
have silmeone: 'I won't bother.
Why else would they be texting
like it's going out ofstyle?" But
it's also possible the teacher is
just mal boriuli· '
This ' romance. ' via
technology does not stop with
'text. messaging. In. today's
high-tecli"World it has become -
. &eemingly impossible. to be, so-
cilil1yacttvewithOut being tech-
Iiology savvy. .. .. .' . .'
Now welulveMyspaCC,chat
,roOms;. $lnglesph~ 1ihe~;~d
, ' .~,
even online dating services.
They even guarantee you'll
find someone. At this point I
usually find myself question-
ing the validity of these ser-
vices, but then it clicks in that I
know people who have met their
significant others online.
In today's high-tech world,
have we lost the old-fashiQned
courting rituals?
It used to be meeting a
significant other required
going out to events and
hoping to get lucky and find
them. You used to just ask for a
phone number but now you ask
for a phone number as well as
asking if they have a MySpace.
I suppose people are proud of
their Myspace pages with their
intricate backgrounds, . juicY
blogs and multitudes of friends
(half of them they have never
mctm person), People even l-.ave
their favorite song playing as you
browse their page, and 1suppose
all ofthis iswhat people find nee-
essary for someone to fall madly
Inlove with them. .
Romance through technology
Is seemiDgly endlesswlth con-
stant, COIJ1Jl1Unicationthrough
text~g,';prtvatechat. :i ... ,...
,"
.' ...-,} ~;, :.:.'
",' r,_~,-~4-::~'~.:;.,: ?~;:,~}~:,:f:;,:'{,.·~~ ~i:;;;~
rooms and reading anything
and everything about a person
on MySpace.
It seems that nothing is left to
the imagination. Upon first date
you already know this person's
style of life, whether they drink
or smoke, their birthday, their
hobbies and favorite genre of
music.
Perhaps the element of hu-
manity isn't exactly taken out of
the equation, but rather defered
to technology. You don't have to
physically go out to meet some-
one anymore. You don't even
have to go to the flower shop to
buy flowers now - you can do it
all online.
If you're not technologically
savity, you non't be a~e to keep
up.
But perhaps instead of plant-
Ingyourselfnexttoyour comput-
erfo!rwohQufSorwatchingyour
phonedi1igently waiting for the
next nuissage maYbe you should
go' lind get coffee, ice cream or
a drinkwlth the person on the
othei~d of the phone.·Perhaps
,we8h6u1d onlyrelyontecbnolo-
gywhenlt'sneeded, andput real
,Worldliumah'iJiterBction'.baclc
fu.tothe equation. ,'. ,
.' ;" ~ .->, :",,) :-f .. ~.
~- >«:):~,;.-. .-. ~~. _. . • ,- c· -
Up to $200 compensation
[or your first month.
The problem with the present?
All anyone wants to talk about is
the future.
At least that's the case with di-
rector Sam Raimi and the cast of
"Spider-Man 3," which opens na-
tionwide Friday.
"It's really funny, but all anyone
seems to be interested in is wheth-
er there will be a 'Spider-Man 4,' u
says Spider-Man himself, Tobey
Maguire, who, on this rainy L.A.
day, is dressed in a generic dark
suit and white shirt. He seems to
be emulating Ralmi, who famously
goes to work in what look like off-
the-rack suits. "It's like, whoa, slow
down; let us enjoy having this one
, finished first, you know?"
If the speculation is more in-
tense than It would be, say, about
the possibility of a "Blades of Glory
-tltion for his job at the Dally Bugle;
his relationship with Mary Jane,
threatened by his new self-absorp-
tion and attraction to college lab
partner Gwen Stacy (Bryce Dallas
Howard), and unresolved .issues
with Harry and his uncle's death.
It's a lot of story, and Raimi al-
lows that Spider-Man wasn't the
only one grappling with issues of
responsibility.
"With every movie after the first
one, it's beep about going deeper,
into the characters and the con-
flicts, but also wider, too, because
the fans have certain expectations.
... Things we were doing special ef-
fects-wise in the first film, for ex-
ample, were really new and excit-
ing for an audience, but now they're
sort of expected. So we have to find
new ways to thrill them.
"I make these movies for the au-
dience, I always have the audience
in mind, because they have such
..., private bedroom suite ..., . laundry racumes
..., In-room vanity ..., comlJuter center
..., large patio or dec« ' ..., Iree"cable .
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.,' . '~otonl'y humor gushes from Fountains of Wayne
l••,
t.
BY LEN RIGHI
McClatchy Newspapers..
:, Humor. springs eternal in the
lunes crafted by Fountains of
;Wayne, and the 14 tracks on the
;pop-rock band's irresistible new
lilburn, "Traffic and Weather/' are
;no exception.
: For example, on the. lilting
:"Planet of Weed," FoW creates a
;genial buzz celebrating a peace-
;able kingdom where there's not
much going on, but there's also
, 'no hatred or greed. In this pleas-
:ant pipe dream stoked by amiable
acousttc strumming, Frampton/
'Ronson-like wah-wah electric
'guitar, scattered tinkling piano
'notes, handclaps, jingle bells and
;gentle "ahh-ahh" backing vo-
:tals there are magazines to read,
Doritos to eat and a couch to
~aybackon.
~ With people talking and mess-
lngabout in the background, the
June sounds as if it was recorded
Jive, with the musicians making it
;Upas it goes along.
~ "It pretty much was!" admits
a9-year-old bassist-singer Adam
;Schlesinger with a laugh, before
~proclaiming the song "the new
:Margaritaville.'"
~ There's also "Strapped for
:Cash,",which musically alludes to
, j
Supertramp, lOcc and Steely Dan
as it tells the tale of a dodgy dead-
beat gambler roughed up by six
bodybuilders who pull up to his
apartment in a Pinto.
"If somebody would put up
a couple million bucks, I'd get
Martin Scorcese to do the video,'
says Schlesinger. And the Billy Joel
"heartattack-ack-ack-ack-ack-ack'
,reference near song's end?
"I don't WHAT you're talkin'
about," Schlesinger says in mock
indignation. "I made that up all
by myself."
Still, despite an appetite for
absurdity, Schlesinger makes it
clear he and guitarist/singer Chris
Collingswood are serious about
making music good for more than
just a guffaw.
"We try to balance it out," he
says. "I'm the first to admit that
sometimes we can cross the line
and get silly. But we try to have real
emotion in our songs and not have
it be a bunch of jokes."
"New Routine" is arguably
the best example on "Traffic
and Weather," FoW's first disc
since 2003's exceptional "Welcome
Interstate Managers" CD,
which included the Top 40 hit,
"Stacy's Mom." On "New Routine,"
an American waitress, the boy-
friend she acquires after moving
I HAVE OVERCOME
PROCRASTINATION
I will work with you to teach you, on-site,
how to overcome this habit!
Stress, anxiety, guilt and cramming will
become" thing's of "the:;past within '2~3,
25-minute sessions; I work on-site with
you.
No charge for the initial interview. Ongo-
ing help. Call- Jake, at 850-1845
'Rolling Stone' celebrates its 40th anniversary
BY JIM FARBER . . ' .iconic photographs to the prob- lar culture is. ever-changing and . magazine. That will bechase~on
Mctlat~hY New~papers ,.:;' J mg: writings"of' ~.::ritlcs·iike Paul renewing, So long'll~yoii"tover' Ni'Jv:'Z by a third annlversa&ls~ti~
Nelson and Greil Marcus reflected the beat, it's' going to continue to thai looks to the future t&exaintne
the shifting values of the emerging be fresh." "Where We're Going."
culture, As staid and established as Yet to mark the mag's anniver- lf Rolling Stone has to remain
the magazine has become since it sary, there's enough looking back committed to the future of pop to
moved from San Francisco to New to give some readers whiplash. retain its audience, Wenner isn't
York at the end of the '70s, before The new issue, titled "Where We've self-conscious about declaring the
that it glided on pop culture's cut- Been," offers new interviews with boomers as the defining Influence,
ting edge with unerring grace. all the biggest rock war-horses of and reference point, for everything
Early on, Rolling Stone became the '60s and '70s, from Dylan to that happens today. "The changes
what Wenner calls "a tribal tele- Paul 'McCartney to Mick Jagger. (this generation) made to society
graph. We were the ones covering Wenner argues "these artists are are permanent," he says, "even if
one ofthe biggest stories of the 20th still putting out some of their best there are some reversals during the
century the baby boomers and the work. Dylan just put out a brilliant Bush administration."
emergence ofrock 'n' roll and tech- album, and the Stones are still the As a result, Wenner says, cer-
nology from the inside. Wewere it." world's best performing act." tain core aspects of the magazine's
lf the magazine is no longer quite Come this summer, Rolling Stone philosophy will never change. "We
"it" as no print magazine can be will offer more rear-view rumina- have a sensibility that stands,' he
in the age of the Internet Rolling tions, starting with a second anni- says. "Wehave very liberal politics,
Stone has still managed to shake versary issue that commemorates in terms of social justice and sexual
off enough of the moss of time to 40 years since the Summer of Love. freedom and the idea that peace is
remain _culturally on-point and ADVDbox set arrives in September, better than war."
commercially potent. According featuring the first digital archive of "Peace and love," he says. "What's
to Wenner, that's because "popu- everything ever published in the wrong with that?"
to Lichtenstein and th~ woman
he consorts with after relocating
to Bowling Green, Ky.,succumb to
frustration, hoping random moves
will change their lot In life, only to
discover otherwise.
"It's a little bit ofa shaggy dog sto- .
ry," says Schlesinger. "But I like the
Idea of starting with one charac-
ter's story and having It trade off to
another one, almost as If a camera
was following one character and
then another:
The disc's first single, "Someone
to Love,· a Beatles/Cars-Influ;
enced mashup with a thumping
dance beat, also has a sober side as
It depicts two lonely people a food
Industry lawyer and a woman who
retouches photos for a teen maga-
zine who just miss connecting.
"I liked the idea of two charac-
tel'S and setting up the expecta-
tion that they'll meet by the end of
the song and then they don't,' says
Schlesinger. "I wrote that song
backwards. Usually I start with the
music, but this time I started with
the lyrics."
It shouldn't come -as news to
longtime FoW fans that "Traffic
and Weather" is packed with off-
beat characters. One Is "Yolanda
Hayes," a Department of Motor
Vehicles employee who becomes
a fantasy object worthy of the
singer's very best pickup line.
(Schlesinger balks when asked for
it: "I can't give that away in print,"
he protests.)
Then there are the two lusty
Channel Six news anchors of
"Traffic and Weather's" snappy/
slinky title track, who after years of
thinking about it, finally decide to
act on their randy impulses, This
time, Schlesinger even gives his
fictional news readers real names:
veteran WNBC-TV anchors Chuck
Scarborough and Sue Simmons.
"I've been watching them for
years and years," says native New
Yorker Schlesinger. "They've been
on the air my entire life and they
still look exactly the same."
"I always had a big crush on
Sue Simmons," adds the musi-
The~
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The echoes of the boomer gener-
ation reached a new crescendo last -
week as Rolling Stone published
an issue celebrating 40 loud years
oflife.
So long a run surprises no one
more than owner/founder Iann
Wenner. "I had no vision. for what
the magazine would become," he
says. "Itwas just a slow build."
The climb began back on Nov. 9,
1967, with an issue that splashed
John Lennon on its cover. Other
magazines had tried to nail the
sounds and sights of the boomer
generation's rise to power before,
including Crawdaddy, which pre-
ceded Rolling Stone in the market-
place by more than a year. But only
Wenner's publication found the
right tone and image for the era.
EverythingfromAnnieLeibovitz's
IT."'a~.~"§.~iDI
IS HERE,·
Drink LucY'. con•• II Eaprauo,lt I. OELIQUIDOUS.
cian, who crossed paths with the
anchorwoman once when FoW
went' to NBC to tape "Late Night
with Conan O'Brien."
Asked if either Scarborough
or Simmons is aware of the
song, Schlesinger answers, "I don't
, know ifthey've heard It, but I hope
they do."
Schlesinger and Collingswood
are old hands at incorporat-
ing humor into music they first
collaborated while studying at
Massachusetts' Williams College
a decade before starting Fountains
of Wayne (named after a New
Jersey gift shop) in 1996.
But they know it remains tricky
even for the wittiest words~iths.
Every now and again, Schlesinger
and Collingswood are accused
of laughing at characters they
create, and this time the
charge Is leveled at the Doobie
Brothers-tinted track '''92 Subaru."
"I don't understand what that
means:' says Schlesinger. "It's
supposed to be a funny song about
a guy who is singing about a lame
car. It's just some made-up crap,
not a judgment on a type of per-
son. I wanted to write a car song
and had to think, 'What's a car no-
body's written about?' Little Red
Corvette and Pink Cadillac are
already taken."
FoW, always a cult fave, had its
profile raised considerably when
"Stacy's Mom" hit four years ago.
So why the long wait between re-
cords?
"Real life happened," says
Schlesinger. "Wewere touring a re-
ally long time, and I have two kids
to raise" (4-year-old Sadie and 2-
month-old Claire).
"We needed a break from
it all. Some of us got busy do-
ing other things" Schlesinger
wrote three songs for the recent
,Drew Barrymore-Hugh Grant
movie, "Music and Lyrics" "while
some of us just kicked back and
took it easy."
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the movies
BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Assistant Culture- Editor
LuckyYou . Spider-Man 3
Huck Cheever (Eric Bana) takes plenty of risks Peter Parker and his crime-fighting alter ego
when it comes to poker. However, that leaves him Spider-Man (Tobey Maguire) face new rivals in
little time to Invest in personal relationships. This the third installment. to the "Spider-Man" se-
changes when he meets Singer Billie 'Offer (Drew ries. A mysterious black entity takes over Parker
Barrymore). Problems arise when Cheever gets and causes his superpowers to act on revenge for
the chance to compete in the WorldSeries ofPoker the murder of his uncle. Also, two new vililiins:
and he must choose to 'put his relationship aside V~nom (Topher Grace) and Sandman (Thomas
ergo fer the wl.!'_!-Ie"I,,!! faces <!!l(lthercllnfli1:l;HadenChurchJriseaga~t him and brinK addi-
his estranged father (Robert Duvall) becomes his tional threats to New YorkCity's citizens. Kirsten
main rival in the poker competition. Dunst and James Franco reprise their roles as
Mary JaneWatson and Harry Osborn.
P .. ,.a.."'l8,je t anne .
Its spring and time for romance to blossom .. '
Centered on the City of Love, ·Paris, je t'aIme"
follows the visions of 20 different directors (111-
, eluding Wes ,Craven;Gerard DcPardieu and Gus
VanSant) ~ they each IPvefivc;min~e ~aPshots
of Parisian life and romance:A,nem¥blecast
featuringJu1iett~ Binothe, Wlliiam DaroeiMaggie ,
Gyilenhaalj Natalie Porb'rum an4BIiJah~<!¥m;:-
company,$e'group ofestablished directol'$::,'. '. .,
On the indie scene '
TheWmd That Shakes theBarley
Setinthe 1920sjMTheWiildThat Shakes the
BarleY"focuses on irelimd before its clvilWar
andtbetheme ofbetraya1~CUliariMurph)' (MRe,d,
Eye~J.~tars as Damlen,anunwilUngrevolution-· ,...
aryandKenLoac;h~CtS.: ,.' . . .,'".'
-~.>.':'- - -. -- '., -'. ' -. -- '- . .
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[SIDE
LINE]
'Playboy' chooses Clady
, Boise State junior offensive tack-
le Ryan Clady has been selected as
.a member of 'Playboy' magazine's'
2007 College All-America Football
Team. Clady, an Sl.com second-
team All-American and First-Team
.All-western Athletic Conference
selection last season was instru-
.mental in the Broncos finishing the
.2006 season second in the country
;in scoring, sixth in rushing and 10th
'in total offense. Clady is also one
of 43 players named to the Rotary
I!ombardiAward Watch List.
Cladywillattend thisyear'sweek- .
end at the Hilton Pointe Resort at
Tapatio Cliffs in Phoenix, Ariz., May
11-13,where he will take part in the
Dream Team photo shoot for the
magazine. He will also participate
in segments filmed for the College
Football Preview - a one-hour, na-
tionally syndicated television show
that will air shortly before the foot-
ball season begins. Playboy's All-
America Team is considered one of
the most prestigious preseason All-
America football teams.
Clady is the first player from Boise
State to be chosen as a Playboy All-
American. The magazine hits the
newsstands in late August. .
Hill dives into first
recruiting year
With her first official recruit-
ing class in the books, Boise State
University swimming and diving
Head Coach Kristin Hill announced
the signing of 10 student athletes to
National Letters of Intent, Monday.
The recruits jolningthe second-
year program are from all across
North America. The list includes
Erica Christianson of Las Vegas,
Nev.; Tara Hahto of Victoria, B.C.,
Canada; Rachael Meisner of Kailua-
Kona, Hawaii; Megan Morton of
.Anchorage, Ak.: Jenny Nowatzke of
:Missoula, Mont.; Natalie Rohling of
'Highland, Ind.; Samantha Sanchez-
O'Dell of Portland, Ore.; Erin Stotts
of Lander, Wyo.; Andrea Thiltgen of
Spring Valley, Calif.; and Johanna
Wubbena of Des Moines, Iowa.
Lauren Keele, an Idaho Falls,
Idaho, native, also signed a valid fi-
nancial aid agreement. With Allison
Hall, Denise Green and Samantha
Eichner committing during the
early signing period, Hill has' added
a total of 14 student athletes to next
year's roster.
TVTA hosts block party
The Treasure Valley Tennis
Association is throwing a party and
everyone is invited. The associa-
tion recently announced it would
'be hosting a United States Tennis
Association Block Party at Capital
High School Sunday, May 20.
The party kicks off at 1 p.m. and
festivities are expected to run until
5 p.m. Itwill be a family event with
free games, prizes and tennis rac-
quet demos. A special appearance
will also be made by magician Kipp
Sherry.
Capital High School is located
off of Goddard and Milwaukee
Avenues in Boise.
Dibelius receives
Wisconsin Hall of Fame
induction
Long before Ron Dibelius was
an assistant to the athletic direc,
'tor at Boise State University, he
was an outstanding high school
basketball player in his native
state of Wisconsin. Saturday, Oct.
6, 2007, Dibelius will be honored
for those accomplishments on the
court when he is inducted into the
Wisconsin Basketball Coaches
Association Hall of Fame.
. Dibelius was a three-sport letter-
~man at St. Mary's High School in
Menasha, Wisc. While earning var-
sity letters in football and baseball,
'it was the basketball court where
,Dibelius had his most success.
, Playing on two state champion-
,ship teams, Dibelius carved his
;name in the annals of Wisconsin
,"basketball history when he scored a
:,record 76 points in a single game •••
.; In the fall of 1988, he joined the,
;'Bronco athletic staff as the head
;;coach of men's tennis, • '
";. Dibelius has been a-member of,.the'athletlcadInililStrative staff.
:/8iD~1~92,,;c - . ,
late. I really did. But when I think
about a guy kind of grinding it out
and just needing an opportunity, 1
think of him."
So why did teams pass on
Zabransky? In spring workouts NFL .
scouts raved about his athleticism
but were skeptical about his mental
toughness. For Peterson the prob-
lem seems to be much simpler, how-
ever.
"They want the guys to .fit the
mold," Petersen said. "The mold
for the quarterback position is 6'4",
6'5". I mean, how big was the guy
the Raiders took? That's the new
mold. That's hard to compete with.
So they want a guy to fit the mold
and then everything else has to go
with it. And a lot of times that's a
distant second."
Fortunately for Zabransky, going
undrafted has no implications that
his professional career will go un-
recognized. In fact, his free agent
status may actually be a blessing
in disguise. On Monday Zabransky
got his deal - signing a free agent
contract with the' Houston Texans.
Although there has been no word on
the extent of a free-agent contract,
one thing is certain - Zabransky
will have a chance at making the
Houston quarterback roster.
"I know he'll have a major chip on
his shoulder about that and it will
make him a better quarterback and
a better player," Petersen said. "He'll
prepare as hard as SOmeone possibly
could and it will increase hisodds of
making a team."
So far the quarterback corps
in Houston is made up of former
Falcons back-up Matt Schaub, sec-
ond-year player Bradlee Van Pelt, \
Sixth-year man Sage Rosenfels and
rookie QB Quinton Porter. Despite
just finishing his collegiate career,
Zabransky nearly has as much NFL
game-time experience as the rest of
the Texan quarterbacks, which will
bode well for his chances of making
the final roster.
All eyes won't be on Zabransky,
however. Players like Quinton Jones,
Drisan James and [erard Rabb will
likely surface around the league in
fall camp as well. James will likely
enter camp with the Chicago Bears
while Jones is supposed to follow
Naanee to San Diego. In all there
are 12 players that will likely en-
ter NFL camp this season and the
number could increase shortly.
Former linebacker Colt Brooks and
place kicker Anthony Montgomery
are both still exploring their options
in the NFL.
"These kids had won a lot of
games," Petersen said .. "But they
didn't have that attitude at all. They
opened their heart. They listened to
us every week - did what we asked
them to do. I think the end result is
what you saw. Itwas a combination
of these kids buying into what their
coaches told them with a lot of talent
to go with it:'
Four was the lucky number last
weekend. That was the'total number
of former Boise State football play-
ers selected in the 2007 NFL draft.
Coincidentally, the record-set-
ting draft class came in the fourth
month of the year, San Diego draft
pick Legedu Naanee wore the No.4
jersey at BSU and sixth round draft
selection Korey Hall finished fourth
in all-time tackles as a Bronco.
Hall, Naanee, Gerald Alexander
and Derek Schou man comprised
the largest draft class in Boise State
history. And while everyone 'had
good reason to focus on four - the
real number worth looking at is 12.
When the 'dust settled' after the
draftthere remained a large group of
former Broncos who were waiting to
punch their ticket into an NFL train-
ing camp. The number 12represents
the number of former Broncos who
arc expected to sign free-agent con-
tracts with NFL teams and pursue a
tryout spot this slimmer.
Among those players is for-
mer standout quarterback Jared
Zabransky, Zabransky never got the
call Sunday and was forced to watch
11 other quarterbacks get drafted
ahead of him.
"That was surprising to me," BSU
Head Coach Chris Petersen said at a
press conference Monday. "I thought
somebody would take a shot on him
Free-agent contracts
,Jared Zabransky- Quarterback - Houston Texans
Drisan James - Wide Receiver - Chicago Bears
,Jerard Rabb - Wide Receiver - Dallas Cowboys,
Quinton Jones - Defensive Back! Kick Returner -
San Diego Chargers
Maybe I picked the right year to
come to this university, In terms of
athletics - how could 'anyone really
disagree? The women's basketball
team made a ridiculous run to the'
NCAA tournament for the first time
in more than a decade. The men's
tennis team dominated its oppo-
nents and the football team went
undefeated and beat the University
of Oklahoma in what might have,
been the greatest college football
game ever played. All of which are
memories I will never forget. But
then, we had the overlooked mo-
ments.
Now I'd like to exploit my favorite
"non-important" moments of the
year in sports.
First off, 1 don't think I laughed
harder at any point this year than
when I went into a women's bas-
ketball practice to get an interview
late in the season. nuns out Head
Coach Gordy Presnell was having
them play a nice game of softball
for practice. Now the funny part
wasn't watching basketball players
attempt to play whiffle-ball soft-
ball, because some of the girls were
quite good. But the best part- was
when one of the tean1managershit
a little five-foot dribbler back to the
pitcher and then decided it would
be a great idea to dive head-first into
first base on a gym floor. Of course
he just sort of skidded around for a
couple feet and madeevery manin
the gym cringe at the idea of what
just happened. He also nearly took
out starting post Michelle Hessing.
Come one guy, its just whiffle-ball.
The look on Presnell's face was
absolutely priceless. Speaking of
women's basketball, Ienna Galassi,
I will have to double-check on this,
but I'mpretty sure I am in love with
you.
Secondly, I know it might sound
kind of outrageous for me to say this,
but 1was mildly pleased when Jared
Zabransky went un-drafted, I mean
after all, I think the guy got way too
much credit in the first place. In
fact, he nearly biew the Fiesta Bowl.
If it wasn't for Drisan James and
Marty Tadman making great play
after great play that night, there is'
no way BSU would have won that
game. 1 guess I just found it really
funny that all of the other key guys
on the Boise State team who were
overshadowed by the almighty
Zabransky got drafted.
Here'ssomethtngcompletelyran-
dom and completely off the subject
for you: !fyou getthe opportunity to
take classes from Marty Most, Scott
Yenor or David Walker, I suggest do-
ing so. They're all good guys.
And another thing, for any-
one playing basketball at the Rec
Center, I have one tip for you: play
your position. As in, if you are six-.
foot, five-inches tall and you can't
dribble or shoot, please go stand in
the key and get rebounds. Nothing
annoys a teammate more than
watching Billy Ogre shoot a turn
around jumper from 18 feet away.
So pie lise, go down low, grab some
rebounds and get your occasional
put-back bucket. .
For any football players needing
a sports agent a few years down thJl
road, give me a call and I'll show
you the money - that's a promise.
We had a good run this year Boise
State, we really did. The Arbiter's
sports staff was there to cover the
llctionallvearJollll:. Soorts Bditor
lake Gartin is an a\;es~nie guy and
a good friend too. Ilearned a lot of
good things from Jake and hope-
fully Ipassed on a few things to him
, in return. Itwas a pleasure working
forhnn allyear, , ' . '
. So with my last words asa sports
WJ:lteratBoise State University I
have one l~st thing to saY: start Nick
,Lomaxat quarterback'neXtyear and
watclihim bt!come the next stand:
",outquarterllal;kfu that ,Brpnco,of- ,
,fellse.: If you ,l1la.llY\v~nttl,). win} .:
.Y9u'll giVe that g~ a',"· Jie'sea"
"Wiriit~r/Jjpstiiltion.l1l!lt ,,' 'J,
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Patton's army marches
into' NCAA tournament
BY TATE CASTLETON
Sports Writer
Boise State men's tennis Head
Coach Greg Patton and his nation-
ally-ranked Broncos are about to
embark on a journey they've been
prepared to take all their lives.
For the third consecutive season
the Broncos received an auto-
matic invitation to compete in the
NCAAChampionship next Friday,
May 11,at noon.
The Broncos will face No. 41
Texas A&M University - Corpus
Christi at Austin, Texas in the
opening round. The Islanders fin-
ished the season 14-5and rel(Jlived
an automatic bid after Winning the
Southland Conference.
"These guys are a very good team
and we're excited to play them,"
Patton said.
Corpus Christi has won eight ~f
its last nine matches coming into
the tournament with its only loss
during that span coming to No. 11
Texas on the road.
. "We will not underestimate any
team in this tournament," Patton
said. "But we will come out to play.
and play hard every match. Youcan
count on that."
This will be the fourth NCAAap-
pearance in the last five seasons for
Boise State. The men reached the
second round in each appearance.
But for Patton things are a little dif-
ferent this time around.
"Weare flying high right now and
have such high expectations for
ourselves that we can hardly wait to
get out there and play,"Patton said.
Last weekend BSUcapped off the
regular ~eason with a 4-0 sweep of
Western Athletic Conference rival
Fresno State in the conference final
to secure its spot in the postseason.
The Broncos finished 29-5 on the
season, including an impressive IS-
S record against nationally-ranked
opponents. Each of the Broncos five
losses, however, has come at the
hands of teams ranked in the top
20.
"Werealize this will not be easy,"
Patton said. "But we're on a mis-
sion and that mission is to bring
NCAA. berth tastes bittersweet
av ADAM ADER
Sports Writer
know we had three unbelievable
seniors that year. Last year we re-
ally got to where we could play with
those teams and you know this year
w~ took it a step farther."
The team has played increasingly
better as the year has progressed
right when good play has been
needed.
. In the WAC Tournament BSU
swept Hawaii and swept Nevada.
The team won six of its last seven
matches.
"We told the team before we
played Washington State, before
we played Denver; Tichenor said.
"You know those are NCAA first
round' matches because the loser
- probably was going to be out of the
big picture and everything possi-
bly.And our team rose totally to the
occasion. Both of the matches we
played unbelievable. You get dif-
ferent girls stepping up all the time
in everything; singles and
doubles and it was in-
credible."
Tichenor also
mentioned how the
medical staff, the
training staff,
the people
who main-
tain the
Ap pl e ton
T e. n n i s
Complex
and the aca-
demic staff
help to make
a season like
t his
possible.
lt takes a whole community to
make seasons like this happen and
good players who can trek through
the many obstacles along the way.
Tichenor wants the team to en-
joy its berth into the tournament.
He hasn't started looking at No.
24 Indiana except to say that Lin
Loring is a remarkable coach.
The team practices Wednesday-
through-Saturday this week.
"When you get an at large berth \
to the tournament it validates ev-
erything." Tichenor said. "Getting
picked in, it's something they'll
remember for the rest of their life.
They're going to play in 'the NCAA
tournament. They got an at large
bid to do it. They'll cherish that for
the restof their life. And that's what
college sports is all about. Coming
to Boise State that is what it's all
about."
home a national championship to
Boise State."
in order for the Broncos to bring
home the tournament's most cov-
eted hardware BSU must first
get past some of the nation's best
tennis talent.
"We feel good about our bracket
and we're confident we can make.
some noise," Patton said. "We'll
have to beat some teams we've met
before, but that's what it's all about
and we're excited for the chance."
Should the Broncos advance past
the islanders they will likely meet
up with No. 54Navy (I5-10).
"Wedon't want to look ahead, but
we know Texas will likely advance
through the bracket and we would
love another shot at them," Patton
said. "We didn't playas well as we
would have liked and sowe're ready
to play better."
A national title won't come easy
for BSU. If the team manages to
work past Corpus Christi and Navy,
a trip to the Elite Eight would be
on the line with that anticipated
match-up with the Longhorns.
Texas is 18-8 on the season and
beat the Broncos back on Feb. 17in
BY STAN~~V BREWSTER/THE ARB
Chicago, 4-1, at the National Team
Indoor Championships.
Luckily for the Broncos, ther are
now healthier and are playing some
of their best tennis at just the right
time. Junior Luke Shields was just
named the WACPlayer of the Year
and Patton was named WACCoach
of the Year for the third consecutive
time and the ninth time in the past
11seasons.
The Broncos will also have
Kean Feeder back after being
absent for much of the season
due to injury. Sophomore Clancy
Shields has been playing through
injuries for months now, but Patton
is optimistic.
"You could cut off both Clancy's
legs and one arm and he would still
come out and run around and play
on stumps," Patton said. "That's
how much fire is in this kid and
that's what we'll take with us."
BSUwill begin its quest for a na-
tional title with the first and second
round match-ups scheduled for
May 11-12in Austin, Texas. The fi-
nals matches will be held May 17-28
at the Dan Magill Tennis Complex
in Athens, Ga.
This past Tuesday women's ten-
nis Coach Mark Tichenor found out
that his team would get an at-large
bid into the NCAAtournament. This
berth shows what kind of season
the now 43rd ranked Broncos have
had. After losing to Fresno State last
Saturday and getting second place
in the Western Athletic Conference
Tournament all the Broncos could
do was sit and wait.
"Yeahwe made it; Tichenor said.
"The last couple days have been ex,
citing, scary, nerve-wracking, won-
dering, hoping, pretty much every
emotion you could have."
Despite achieving an 18-4record
while battling injuries through-
out the entire season and climbing
over 20 spots in national ranking
and going 7-1 in their conference
Tichenor was still uneasy about the
NCAAselection process. Even still,
he kept up the faith.
"There's times you've got to be-
lieve and know in your heart that
you're going to make it; Tichenor
said. "That you deserve to go and
every thing else so you totally run
the whole gamut of emotions. But
like I told the girls after the loss, I
told them our seasons aren't done
and we're going to the tournament
and Ibelieved we were going to go
and were going to make it and that
we deserve to go."
The record, the hardships over-
come - none of it would have meant
nearly as much to the team had
they not made it into the big
dance.
Tichenor be-
lieves that this
berth doesn't just
show the efforts
put forth this sea-
son.
"It, totally validates every-
thing we did for like the last
three years," Tichenor said. "We
changed some stuff within. our
program three years ago and you
PHOTO BY BENJAMIN PETERSON/THE ARBITER
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Natural· bodybuilding pumps up the Treasure Valley
BY DREW MAYES
Edlt9r-ln-Chlef .
Football season - four or five
months. Baseball season - 180
games a year. Natural bodybuilding
- 24 hours a day.
Sixty of the most dedicated and
'dIsciplined athletes from all overthe
country competed Saturday night in
the ISth annual Northwest Natural
- Pro Atlas Bodybuilding/Figure
Championships at Timberline
HighSchool.
"Natural bodybuilding Is grow-
Ing nationally every year,' National
Gym Association Chairman for the
State of Idaho Dave Christian said.
"This is the toughest sport there is
because these guys are doing this
24 hours aday, seven days a week."
Unlike the bodybuilders you typ-
Ically see on magazine covers natu-
ral bodybuilders do not take steroids
- instead relying on a strict diet and
strenuous exercise program over il-
legal drugs to build their bodies.
"The guys on steroids and the
drug enhancements look like car-
toon characters,' Nampa light
Iheavyweight Frank Greco sam ..
To compete in any natural body-
building show, competitors must
pass .a polygraph where they are
asked if they use steroids or any il-
legal growth hormones. A failed
test results in Immediate removal
from the show and an automat-
ic S-year ban from the National
GymAssociation. .
Athletes are also subject to ran-
dom urine analysis tests before
the competition.
"It takes sacrifice and dedica-
tion to do this naturally,· Lance
Sganzinl, the 200S and 2006 Pro
Atlas champion, said. "If you have
family you sacrifice time with
them, you work your work schedule
around this ... you put everything
else in your life on the back burner
and just dial it In to do this without
drugs."
Boise competitor Gregg Sutton
started the natural bodybuilding
process almost two years ago after
he ballooned up to 2S0pounds.
"I think like a lot of people, over
the course of time, you put a little
weight on, get a little less active and
one day you look in the mirror and
you're like, 'man I'm fat ... I've got
to make some life changes," Sutton
said. "Competing In this competi-
tion is the completion of a voyage I
started more than a year ago."
Sutton competed in his first show
Saturday night in the novice divi-
sion at 190 pounds.· On the men's
amateur side athletes can compete
in one of six classifications: novice
(has not placed in the top three ofan
open competition or won a novice
competition), masters (more than
40years old), lightweight (less than
IS6 1/4pounds), middleweight (IS6
1/4 -172 1/4), light heavyweight
(1721/4 -1891/4) and heavyweight
(more than 1891/4).
In addition to the bodybuilding
competition, the women's side also
offers a figure competition with
three classes: short (under S-feet
S-inches), tall (S feet s-tnches and
taller) and masters (more than 35
years old).
"You're going to feel better, last
longer and look better with natu-
ral bodybuilding,' Greco said. "The
sport has come a long way and it's
just a matter of time before natural
totall y takes over."
Greco won the overall compe-
tition to qualify for his pro card
and Kuna's Craig Toth prevented
the Sganzini 3-peat to win the
ProAtlas.
Boise State student Eddie Keating
claimed the novice division crown.
Hell's Canyon: a first-hand account of whitewater rafting
BY BRIANNA RUSSELL
Arbiter Staff
· I sit patiently on the raft, myheart
~racing with anticipation as we ap-
: proach the almighty Water Spout
, rapids. Waves towering over us at
: about four feet high, I clench the
· raft straps tightly with my hands
· and hold on for dear life.
This past weekend I took a raft-
ing/camping trip down Hell's
Canyon, located in the Snake River
ofldaho.lt was one ofthe best things
I've done since I moved to Idaho.
The sound of the rapids echoing off
the canyon walls only solidified my
serenity with nature. As we floated
by, trout and bass would jump out
of the water. Deer and elk were gal-
loping in the hills and eagles flew
over our heads. .
The formation of waterfalls
through the rocks above were all
part of the nature experience.
The adjacent ridges averaged
about 5.500 feet above the river. We
sailed safely but not dryly through
class three and four rapids 32miles
down the river. l was able to hike
the paths that many Shoshone
Native Americans roamed for thou-
sands of years. Pictographs and old
ranch homes, still intact, gave me
the feeling of an archeologist seek-
ing remnants of the past.
Spring is here and summer is
near, now is the time to get out-
doors and experience the history
and beaut yofnature in Idaho. Some
great outdoor activities which I've
taken part in and have plans to do
include: four-wheeling by Grimes
Creek, camping and white water
rafting down the Snake River and
Middle Fork of the Salmon, moun-
tain biking near Hill Road, hiking
in Camel's BackPark, rock climbing
in the City ~f Hocks (located near
Oakley, Idaho) and kayaking down
the Payette River,
When I asked some of the white-
PHOTO BY BRtANNA RUSSEll/THE ARBITER
water rafting guides I went to Hell's
Canyon with what they loved most
about their job. they mentioned the
freedom of roaming the Earth like
wanderers, the sport and challenge
of hitting each rapid with grace and
technique, as well as the opportu-
nity to learn how to read a river and
figure- out how it bends, screams
and divots on a daily basis.
These guides and my trip down
Hell's Canyon have Inspired me to
take full advantage of Idaho's mit-
ural form and enjoy it without the
overcrowding or depletion I've of-
ten seen throughout California. As
a native Californian, I found it re-
freshing to know that there are still
well-preserved natural parks in the
United States. Unlike the popular
Yosemite National Park or Mount
Shasta, Hell's Canyon was absent
of the mass of people and had a
lot more to offer its guests. I'm a
fervent outdoors person with a love
for nature.
I work for a white water fafting
outfitter located in Boise and plan
on learning as much as I can about
the nature ofthe business. Although
I have been white water rafting be-
fore, in California, I found this trip
to be the first to include camping.
Overnight rafting trips are a
whole other experience: wak-
ing up to freshly-brewed coffee,
grilled eggs, Dutch-oven-roasted
banana nut bread, all the while
anticipating the rapids that await
me. Setting up and breaking down
camp was the only inconvenience,
though bathing in the ice-cold riv-
er was a challenge as well. Overall,
the experience was one that I'll
never forget and eagerly walt
to do again.
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. SAY IT
. ANNOUNCEMENTS
SELL IT WORK IT LECfURE SUPPLEMENTS
ACROSS
1 Recipe meas,
4 Mason 01 "The
Goodbye Girl"
10 Hazy pollution
14 Stool pigeon
15 Hawaiian hellos
16 Cash drawer
17 Actress Meyers
18 French port
19 Ray 01 "Bailie
Cry"
20 Dollar Iraction
22 Confidence in
one's own worth
24 Border tool
26 Portable lights
27 "Finding_"
30 Rolodex Info
31 Retreat in panic
36 "Ladder of
Years" writer
40 _ Paulo. Brazil
41 Grommets
43 Period
44 Camping
equipment
46 Study 01 humans
48 Small snake
50 Citizen of
Hollywood?
51 Engenders
56 Nose
60 Movie music
63 Scholarly
volume
64 Anderson 01
"WKRP ..."
65 Sounded the
hour
67 Branch 01
Buddhism
68 Pops the
question
69 Coveter
70 Sense of sell
71 Screen material
72 Proloundly
73 _Jo$e. CA
INTERNSHIPS
Graphic Designers Respon-
sible for designing creative
ads lor clients and The Arbiter
Newspaper. Also works with
layouts and graphics for the
paper. Must be motivated to
push the limits 01 design, and
able to create culling-edge
work under deadline. Some
positions are responsible for
the overall layout and design
of the paper. Meaningful on
the job experience and port-
10110 builder. Entry level to'
experenced needed. Apply at
jobs@arblteronllne.com '
MOdel Search If you've seen
the new hit show IThe Agen-
cy! on VH 1, then come In and
see Wilhelmina Urban in per-
sonl We are casilng dozens of
print, promotional. and com-
mercial projects this week and
need women and men ages
17 - 25. especially fitness tal-
ent. We are Idaho's only full-
service International booking
agency. Our booking rates are
$30 to $250 per hour. Call to-
day 424-0799. r:i:~?
v.c ... ,.~.... ,.
DOWN
1 Minute amount
. 2 Revealed
3 Smarting pain
4 Buddy
5 Lamenter's cry
6 Part cast
7 Auxiliary verb
8 Israeli port
~ 2007 Tribune Media S8f'vkea. Inc.
All right, rnarved.
513107
9 Acquiescence
10 Majestic
11 Bannister or Coe
12 Of days past
13 Seizes
21 Bililoid fillers
23 Wide-brimmed
. hats
25 Suspended
28 Has permisslcn
to
29 Raw minerals
31 Q·U connection
32 Abu Dhabi loc.
33 Persona_
grata
34 "Telephone
Line" grp.
35 Pack of cards
37 Composer
Delibes
38 Joule fraction
39 Comic Romano
42 Madre's sister
45 Taint
47 Pre-Easter
period
49 Stroked lightly
Solutions
.LSAT Preparation Course Discount Computer Store
September 5-22. 2007 Cost: RJM Computers In Boise
$315 Space Is Iimited-Reg- Idaho's larges.t Independent
Ister TOdayl (866) 651- 5322 PC Store. huge local stock
www.conferences.uldaho. of hard-te-find parts and sup-
edul registration plies. expert computer repairs.
I I
intemet service. 4524 Over-
n'OOMMATE land Road In Boise. (208) 472-
N 2800. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Clearwire Wire-
--------- . less Intemet account. FREE
Housemate Wanted Room for technical support, call 472-
rent In 4 bdrm house 8 blks 2800 Option 2 to speak to a
to' campus. $525 Includes. all PC Technician.
ulililles. DSL. and Cable. Call
Patrick 841.8034
ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share large 3 bedroom house.
close to BSU, $300 plus utili·
lies Call Jeff @ 409-4054
Near BSUI Roommate Need-
ed To Share House. $4001
Month. $200/Dep. Inc. WID
Use.' Satelite TV. Long Dis-
iance & Hi-Speed Intemet.
www.frpmrento/s.com
. .
SELLIT
HOME/
FURNITURE
WORK IT
. .
WORK IT.
I MODELS I
New Spring Projectsl Actors •
Extras. Models. Promotions
and Convenllons. Eam $75-
$800 daily. No experience or
school needgd. 208-433-9511
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51 Muslim faith
52 Hangman's
knot
53 Sleeping berths
54 Male honeybee
55 Ointment
57 Exudes slowly
58 Greek letter
59 Mortise's
counterpart
61 Cut short
62 Bow-stem
connection
66 Matter-ol-Iact
SUDOKU By Michael Mepham
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Leather Sofa plus Loveseat.
Brand new In crate with life-
time warranty. L1s't $2000.
Sacrifice $699.t 888-1464.
Brand New Mlcrofiber Couch
& lovesea!. Stain Reslstan!.t
Lifetime warranty.t Still In
boxes.t Retail $1395. Must
selll $499.t 888-1464.
King size plllowtop mattress
set brand new In bag. list
$750. Must sell. $199. Can
Delllier.921-6643.
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box. Retail
$2250. sacriflce- $450. Call
888-1464 .
Cherry Sleigh Bed solid wood.
New-in-box. Value $799. sac-
rifice $195. Call 888-1464.
Full size orthopedic mattress
Brand new In package. war-
ranty Sacrifice $99. Call 921-
6643.
Bed-Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new. still In
plastic. warranty. Retail $599.
Must sell $119. Can deliver.
921-6643.
Queen Tempurpedlc style
visco memory foam mattress
set. Brand new In plastic.
Retail $1599. MU5t sell $399.
688-1464
I HOMES.
I PART-TIME~
Online Internship this Job
would require the Individual
to regularly update The Ar-
blter's website. You would
also be responsible for the
designing. Updating . and
maintaining the website. ap-
ply at jobs@arblteronllne.com
8
2
4
Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783858.com In your mobll.eWeb bra..
(t;) 2006 Michael Mepham. Distributed by Tribune Media Servlces. All rights reservo
HOROSCOPES
/
Virgo' (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 - Don't let your anger
interfere with your own good
judgment. Don't try to sn1fit all,
either. That could lead to ulcers, and
other unhealthy conditions. Be cool.
BY LINDA C. BLACK
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (05-03-07)
This year, the lesson you're learning
is about give and take. Compromise
will be required, but don't give up the
whole fann. Make sure to keep what
you need •
To get the advantage, check the day's
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-AprllI9)
Today is a 5 - The disappointment
you're experiencing is only temporary.
Discuss the situation with the most
creative pedple on your team. It's time
to re-invent something.
libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 - You'll have plenty of
time to play, soon, and catch up on all
the news. Between now and then, get ,
the job done, perfectly. ' .
Scorpio (Oct. 2.3-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 - Don't worry about the,
competition, but don't ignore them,
either. Know what they're doing. so
you can work around them.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - Your assignment may be
t6ugb to figure out. Some of the parts
may be missing. Do some sleuthing .
around before you come to your final .•
conclusion.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.19) .
Today is a 6 - It's getting easier to tell
those who are only after your money.
Hold back your money and the.
distinction will be easily drawn.
•"
Aquarius (Jan. 2O-Feb. 18) i
Today isa 7 - Friends will help you "
stay on course amidst all the other, ' •
pressures. Somebody impOl1!lIlt wants
ytlu to change'J3~flt:xible~,Be,nd~ but
don't fOld: ".- '., - .'-' . ", .". ,,··~~,c,=,c,' =c;_
"'toHome"
Ownership!
Prequalify todoy at.
',~p.com
~ ..,..by
hlllho/fmai"g n4 riltlfJ'la ~iott
1-866-432-'4066
ELECTRONICS
Online Video Producer This
job would require the Individual
to go out and shoot video with
one of the reporters. Mainly
this would involve capturing
video. editing It using Final Cut
Pro end then making the pack-
age. Internships are available
at Jobs@arbiteronllne.com
Podcast Producer This Job
would require the Individual
to come up with new Ideas
to Improve podcast, schedule
podcasts, do the podcast, edit
them and manage the podcast
equipment at the Arbiter. Apply
at jobs@arblteronllne.com
BRONCOSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed
In Boise. 100% FREE to Jolnl
Click on Surveys.
Part lime on campus Job Are
you organized and detail orl-'
ented? We are looking for
a coordinator who can work
In a fun but deadline driven
I
environment. Willing to work
around class schedule. Inquire
l..-_P_A_It_T_-_T_I_M_E__ ,_ a:::::;:~.~_
FRANCO LATINO EAGLE'S ~ ..ce,~,ol'e' r
NEWEST RIVERFRONT
RESTAURANT IS HIRING
SERVERS & BARTENDERS.
PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON
775 S RIVERSHORE LANE
MON-FRI 3-5PM
.WORK IT
Create change
.•within yourself
Spark growth
in other lives
Earn motley
for-your education_~":.':;_':.*;ii"':
i
.On- and off-
campus jobs .
and InternshiPs
'. for current a~d '.
graduaUng.· •
students .
.JOIN AMERICORPS
Checkout
There are three ways to do it:
It's easy!
V1_
~~aC
><0
~I-
j
The Jobs that fit your
needs. your interests
and your schedule
• Administrative
• Customer Service
• General Production
• Warehouse
2. E-mail ad requests to
classifieds@arbiteronline.com.
Include your name, phone number
and ad text.
208-343-7552
9050 W. Overland Rd.
Boise. ID 83709
www.expresspersonnel.com
We offer great
hours to work
around school
or another job.
Eve.nings and
We'ekends '.,
.20-40 hrs/wk
Casual work
environment.
Paid training
and benefits.
Rates:
Classified Line Ads (per character)"
IIssue $0.06
2"4 Issues ••, $0.05
5+ Issues $0.04
*75 Character Minimum
SUMMER WORK
For classified display rates, contact an
Arbiter ad rep at ads@arbiteronline.com.
Please check your ad the first day it
runs, and notify TheArbiter of any
errors. We will only be responsible for
first insertion.
BSU Adventure Camp lnstruc-
tor Seeking qualified and moti-
vated camp staff. Camp dates
6/04-7/20 Contact for more
Info. (208) 426-566$9/hr
to start
658-4888
Summer Painting Jobs. $9-
10/ hour + bonusesl NO EXP..
NEC. Work outside full time ..
Summer positions available.
Call 1-800-327-2468. WWW.
collegepro.com.
The Arbiter takes no resl\onsibility
if you get scammed out of your beer
money. Remember, if it sounds too
good to be true, it probably is.
The Boise Old Spaghetti
Factory is seeking upbeat,
energetic individuals to
join our team. If you ....
r.J/Ii' Are reliable, responsible,
and hard working
......-'Need a flexible schedule
~=c''''O''W'A-~~~~:n:lngAPBHcatioh's'.,,,.... Smile and carry yourself
" .'" with a positive attitude
...then this is the place for.
you!
FREE EMPLOYEE MEALS!
. YOU'RE IN f'\Y SEAT. ~
FLY BAIT. f'\OVE OPoI'LL ~
I'OUND YOURHEADSO
HARD YOU'LL HAVE TO l
REf'\OVE YOUR-I'ANTS i
) TOREAO. I
I"
io
I HEARD THAT YOU
STARTED A COf'\IC
STRII' ON THE SIDE.
DID I
f'\ISS
ANYTHING
ABOUT
TEAr-'WORK?
. )
WHERE
boyou
GET YO~P.·
IDEAS?'
Taurus (Aprll20-May 20)
Today is a 7 - It's not easy to make
yourself understood, but this time
it's not your fault You're trying to
convince a brick wall to sprout leaves
and blossoms. Possible, but not likely.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 5 - Conflicting orders
make the job more difficult. Don!t
complain. You're bein~tested on your
ability to figure thin~s out, under fire.
CancerOune22-]uly22) , "
Today 18a'7 ~You'rebackiIi th~mood-
to work again, as you must have
known you would be. The money
will come rolling in on time, just as it
aIwayshas.
17I111OVR·17
281111OVR·1a
21111/8&ZJl.18XL
17ll1llSVR·20XL
1&5/SOZRo17
S05ISOVR·20llL
321111OVR·20
171l1UVR·20XL
UllIUVR·20XL
3OlIIUVR·un
11llI4lIZR·20XL
I8ll/40VR·I4Xt
28llIWIl·UXL
3OlI/S5VR·I4XL
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136.39
127.51
132.26
107.64
177.10
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141.18
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240.28
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200.21
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